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June 27 Mr. & Miss

Board seeks tax

Freedom Fest Pageants
June 28 First Baptist Church's
"I Believe In America
June 29 "Freedom is Not Free'

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Parks board members began
the new fiscal year cautiously optimistic that city and county residents will get to vote on — and
pass — a three-cent recreation
fall.
tax on property
The Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation Board
voted unanimously in a special
meeting Wednesday night to try
to get the levy on the Nov. 3 general election ballot.
The deadline to add items to
the ballot is Aug. 11, said County
Clerk Ray Coursey Jr.
The eight board members, unsure of which of two avenues to
take to get it there, decided to
work toward both.
The board directed parks director Skip Dobbs to ask the Calloway County Fiscal Court in its
July 9 meeting to put the referendum on the ballot.
The fiscal court will not meet
again in.time to beat the__Ayg..11_

exhibit

July 2 Bull Blowout
July 2-4 Hazel Antique Dealer',
Choice Sale

July 3

Rotary/ Max Hurt
Memorial Golf
Tournament
* Family Day in the Park
* Bark in the Park
* MatteU YMCA Kids'
Parade
Froggy Country'
Music Fest

July 4

O.B. Boone Memorial
Boy Scout Breakfast
*Lion's Club
5K Journey for Sight
* VFW Post 6291
Veterans Memorial Svc.
* YMCA
Softball Tournament
* Briggs & Stratton
Main St. MileWalk/Run
* Murray Optimist Club's
Biggest Small Town
Parade in America
* Lion's Club Old-Fashioned St. Fair
* Freedom Fest/ Pepsi
Art & Craft Fair
* Music With a Bang!
Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks Extravaganza
* YMCA
Teen Extravaganza
July 4-5 National Scouting
Museum "community
Appreciation Days"
For a Free Freedom Fest Events Guide.
information about the passport parte,"
Or Other infimnation. call 759-2199
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Ledger office
closed Friday
The Murray Ledger & Times
will publish a newspaper Friday, but the business office will
be closed.
No newspaper will be published Saturday because of the
July 4th holiday.
The office will re-open Monday at 7:30 a.m.

Whitfield
to hold
town meeting
First District Congressman
Ed Whitfield, R-Hopkinsville,
will conduct a one-hour town
meeting at 10:30 a.m. July 3 in
the District Courtroom of the
Calloway County Judicial
Building.
Whitfield will discuss tobacco, taxes, governmental
spending and other related
issues to area residents.

WEATHER
Tonight...Increasing cloudiness.
Low in the mid 60s. Light wind.
Friday...Variable cloudiness. A
30-percent chance of thunderstorms. High in the lower 90s.
Fourth of July weekend...Partly
cloudy with a chance of afternoon thunderstorms each day.
Lows around 70. Highs in the
lower 90s.
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deadline, said Dobbs, who also
will address the issue the same
day with the Murray City
Council.
But questions about the newly
passed legislation allowing the
parks board to levy such a tax
left board members uneasy about
depending on the fiscal court to
put the issue on the ballot.
Dobbs said a state deputy Attorney General verbally assured
him of the legality of going
through the fiscal court and that
he would double-check that
information.
But to be safe, the board decided to begin plans to go the
slow-but-legally sure petition
drive route, which requires signatures of 20 percent of registered
voters from the last presidential
election.
The 1996 election included
21,221 registered voters, Coursey
said.
That means 4,245 of those votate
STS,_Yt114 hy.e_ ti.4 sign

petition.
Should it pass, the tax of three
cents per $100 assessed valuation
of property would generate about
$247,000 in revenue for the beleaguered parks system.
Board chairman Dr. Rob Williams proposed a five-cents rate,
which would generate about
5413,000, last month and again
Wednesday.
But board members Steve Lax,
Bobby Stubblefield and Bill
Bailey said five cents was too
high and that three cents might
more easily pass.
• Some elderly property owners
now having trouble just buying
medicine would be hit especially
hard, Bailey said.
Many of those people wouldn'zt
even use the parks, Joe Dale Curd
said.
"I feel like we should take it to
the public easy," Curd said.
Several board members also

•
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Clinton pushes preservation
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & T 'nes photo

TIL THE MAIL COMES HOME: Letter carriers are greeted by
this humorous mail box on their route on South Eighth Street in
Murray.

McConnell mingles
with tobacco growers
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
SHELBYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell is
doing some political cultivating
this week in meetings with tobacco farmers around the state.
The main topic has been an illfated tobacco bill — why it collapsed in the Senate and why
McConnell' had backed a plan to
buy out production quotas and
end a 60-year-old price support
program.
In light of the bill's defeat, "I
think the best approach is to cling
to the program as long as we
can," McConnell told about 60
farmers at the Shelby County
Cooperative Extension Service on
Wednesday.
But there will be "continuing
efforts to carve away at us" in
Congress, McConnell said. "I
can't give you the certainty I
know you would like to hear."

In May, when the tobacco bill
was very much alive, McConnell
surprised many in Kentucky by
endorsing a buyout plan by Sen.
Richard Lugar, R-Ind.
McConnell was roundly criticized, in part because his action
undermined Kentucky's other senator, Democrat Wendell Ford.
Ford was pushing a voluntary
buyout of burley quotas over 10
years but with continuation of the
tobacco program. McConnell said
at the time that the program was
"mortally wounded" and that
Ford's legislation had no chance
of passing.
In a series of 14 meetings this
week, from Mayfield to Morehead, McConnell has insisted, he
was a realist, not a traitor to
tobacco.
"My view was ... that if that
kind of bill was going to pass,
• See Page 3

By LAURA MYERS
Associated Press Writer
GUILIN, China (AP) — Standing before the spectacular limestone peaks of a restored green paradise, President Clinton urged
China today to learn from the
United States— mistakes and not
harm the environment for the
sake of economic growth.
He pledged U.S. support to the
cleansing of rivers, air and land
in China, which has five of the
most polluted cities in the world.
"Let us, Chinese and Americans, preserve what we have inherited from the past and, in doing so, preserve the future we are
working so hard to build for our
children," Clinton said today.
After a boat ride on the pictur-

esque Li River, Clinton flew to
Hong Kong on Air Force One,
the fast passenger plane to land
at the new Chck Lap Kok International Airport. Clinton was
welcomed by Tung Chee-hwa,
the territory's Chinese-appointed
chief executive. The airport was
being dedicated earlier in the day
by Chinese President Jiang Zemin, who was in Hong Kong for
the first anniversary of the former
British colony's return to Chinese
rule.
As Clinton left China proper,
police freed the last of seven dissidents rounded up in connection
with his visit. A human rights
group said police in eastern
Hangzhou city released Zhu Yufu
after holding him for 48 hours.

FLORENCE, Ky. (AP) —
Northern Kentucky's most prominent anti-abortion group says it
will go all out to make sure U.S.
Rep. Scotty Baesler is not elected
to the Senate.
"Scotty Baesler has been a
disaster," said Robert Cetrulo, a
Covington attorney who is president of Northern Kentucky Right
to Life.
Baesler, a Lexington Democrat, will take on Republican U.S.
Rep. Jim Bunning of Southgate in
November. Bunning is endorsed
by Right to Life.
Abortion is a crucial issue in

northern Kentucky politics, and
the backing of Northern Kentucky Right to Life could have an
impact in some races.
Asked if the group's stance
would have a negative effect,
Baesler replied, "No, not any
more than it was already going
to."
Baesler said he has supported
plans opposed by anti-abortion
groups, including legislation
backing Planned Parenthood and
earmarking money for family
planning and contraception in
Third World countries.
Baesler said he also, however,

has voted for bans on certain
late-term abortions and against
using federal money to pay for
abortions for women on public
assistance.
"I think my votes on abortion
are very much in the mainstream," he said Tuesday.
Cetrulo acknowledged that
Baesler "voted right" on the
abortion ban but added that he
"still has a pro-abortion record,
and that gives the electorate a
very clear choice."
Cetrulo singled out a vote last

•
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Judge faces
privacy case
•

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer

• See Page 3

A hump-shaped gray and white
limestone pinnacle, called "Rosy
Clouds Over Camel Peak,"
served as backdrop to his speech.
In the sweltering heat, Clinton
cooled himself with a colorful
Chinese Tan.

Group blasts Baesler

Court
approves
budget
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court needed two tries to wrap
up its year-end bookkeeping.
Magistrates paid 21 bills, made
11 money transfers and gave final
approval to the fourth amendment
to the 1997-98 budget Wednesday morning during an
emergency special meeting.
The action was scheduled for a
special meeting Tuesday, which
was the last day of the fiscal
year. That was scuttled when
only County Judge-Executive
J.D. Williams and magistrate
Bobby Stubblefield showed up
and attempts to locate magistrates
Clyde Hale, Steve Lax and Dan
Miller were unsuccessful.
Williams, Lax, Hale and Stubblefield attended Wednesday's
meeting.

In Guilin, where the government and citizens have replanted
trees, cleaned up the winding.. rivers and begun to wean themselves from coal-burning fuels,
the president marveled at his
scenic surroundings.
"No place in China is more
evocative of the beauty of your
country than Guilin," he told a
group of more than 400 citizens
and environmental leaders
gathered in the now pristine Seven Star Park.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & T,rnes photo

BOOSTER SHOT: Registered nurse Rebecca Muehieman gives a four-month booster shot to Lex
Smith as mother, Angela, holds him for comfort Wednesday at the Calloway County Health Center on
Olive street

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
trial judge must consider whether
the release of the addresses of
people Nidtio have handicap parking permits would violate their
right to privacy, the Court of Appeals ruled today.
The attorney general's office
and a Jefferson Circuit Court
judge had ruled that Jefferson
County Clerk Rebecca Jackson
must disclose the information to a
reporter for WLKY-TV.
But the appeals court, in an
opinion written by Judge John
Gardner, said the earlier rulings
did not give enough weight to the
privacy considerations.
The Kentucky Open Records
Law allows an exception to the
disclosure requirements in instances where they contain "information of a personal nature
where the public disclosure
thereof would constitute a clearly
unwarranted invasion of personal
privacy."
Gardner said people have some
expectation of privacy about their
home addresses.
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Employee tampers with voter forms
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) — A
temporary employee at the Pulaski County Clerk's Office says
she signed other people's names
to three voter oath forms during
the May primary election.
Misty Massey, a recent high
school graduate, was one of several residents who testified Wednesday during a civil suit in Pulaski Circuit Court that challenges
the validity of the sheriff's
election.
After a handful of mistakes, it
finally was determined by County
Clerk - Willard Hansford's office
that Kenneth W. "Kay" Stringer
received 5,953 votes — the same
number as incumbent Sam
Catron.
Stringer lost the race in a chin
toss on June 5. He then filed the
lawsuit, claiming fraud and mismanagement of the election.
.Stringer originally was told he
won the election by 99 votes

soon after the polls closed. A recount the next day, however, exposed a mistake that cost him 100
votes. Catron then was declared
the winner by one vote.
Stringer and other candidates
then petitioned for a recount, and
officials found they had counted
one absentee vote too many for
Catron. The race became a tie,
and Catron won on the coin toss.
The lawsuit could change the
outcome yet again if special
judge Paul Braden, who came
from Whitley County after local
judges stepped aside, pronounces
the election invalid. State law
then would mandate that the Pulaski Republican party gather to
select a nominee. That nominee
would run against Democrat Jim
Rutherford in the fall.
Massey testified Wednesday
that she "wrote some" on three
voter oath cards while working at
the county clerk's office after the

election. Voters whose names are
not listed on the precinct rolls
can vote if they fill out the cards
at the polls. By signing, they
swear they are registered voters.
Massey said that in her eight
days working in the office in
June, someone left a note on an
inch-thick pile of the oath cards.
It said the cards had to be filled
out at the bottom before they
could be filed, Massey said.
She said she copied names
printed on the top of three of the
cards onto a line at the bottom.
She then took a break from writing to go to lunch, when she saw
a newspaper article about problems with the election.
"I just kind of put two and two
together and figured that maybe
what I was doing wasn't legal,"
Massey said, adding that she
didn't write any more names after
that.
Five other witnesses testified

about problems with the election.
Two said they had been turned
away from the polls because of
broken voting machines, and two
others said they didn't think the
machines were functioning properly when they cast their ballots.
Maxine Cox said Hansford had
registered herself and her husband to vote even though they
live in neighboring Wayne
County.
She said she and her husband,
Joseph, live in "no-man's land"
on the county border,- and that
their address recently had been
switched from a town in Wayne
County to one in Pulaski.
They chose not to vote because
"I was afraid it might get us in
trouble," Cox said.
Testimony is scheduled to continue and Braden has said it could
take 10 days for him to reach a
decision once testimony is
completed.

Symbol brings hatred to one Missouri town
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (AP) —
The harmless-looking little
Christian fish symbol adorning
Republic's city seal has brought
hatred and harassment to the
small southwestern Missouri
town, a federal lawsuit claims.
A woman who wrote an editorial criticizing the fish lost her
newspaper job and saw her family subjected to harassing phone
calls and hate mail, the American
Civil Liberties Union alleges in a
lawsuit filed in U.S. District
Court on Wednesday.
The lawsuit seeks unspecified
&Images,for Jean_ Webb and re-.

moval of the fish, a symbol of
Christianity dating to Roman
times, from the seal.
Mayor Doug Boatright was out
of state on business Wednesday
and other officials could not be
reached for comment. City officials have said, however, that the
symbol is intended only to show
Republic's strong commitment to
religion and not to endorse one
religion over another.
But the ACLU said Ms. Webb,
a practitioner ofathe pagan Wicca
religion — similar to the ancient
Druid faith — hid her beliefs after learning of the symbol and

told her children to lie if they
were ever asked about their religious background.
Adherents of Wicca believe in
the sacredness of nature and practice witchcraft as part of their religious observances.
When she wrote an editorial
for The Republic Monitor criticizing the symbol, the lawsuit
said, local residents responded
with hate mail and harassing
phone calls and she eventually
lost her job.
Monitor officials were not
available to comment. A call
placed to „.the_ new.spaper, after

business hours Wednesday rang
unanswered.
The battle over the symbol began in March, when the ACLU
asked Republic to remove the
fish from its four-cornered city
seal. Symbols in the other corners
show Republic's place on a Missouri map, an extended hand representing city hospitality and a
silhouette of a family.
City officials refused and instead asked residents to raise
$100,000 to fight any legal challenge the ACLU might bring.
About $12,500 has been raised
so far.
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AROUND THE NATION
Streisand, Brolin tie knot
MALIBU, Calif.(AP) — It was all roses and violin serenades for
Barbra Streisand and James Brolin, who exchanged wedding vows at
a secret ceremony inside her oseansicie estate two years to the day
after they began their romance.
Publicist Dick Guttman briefed reporters, who had staked out the
compound in hordes but were kept back by a leather barricade about
50 yards from the mansion's entrance.
Private security guards responded to the media crush by blasting
heavy metal music around 5 p.m., repeatedly playing a song by the
group White Zombie that blared from three big speakers.

Hospital apologizes to patient
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A hospital that denied a common form
of childbirth anesthesia to a woman who couldn't pay cash up front
has promised the incident won't be repeated, the Los Angeles Times
reported today.
Northridge Hospital Medical Center has alerted anesthesiologists
at its facilities in Northridge and Van Nuys that they could be fired
if they demand cash or other advance payments for the procedure,
called an epidural.
The action is part of the hospital's legal response to six alleged
breaches of state health regulations in a report filed Wednesday with
the California Department of Health Services. Investigators cited the
hospital June 18, claiming staff failed to appropriately manage the
pain of patients and were preoccupied with a patient's ability to pay
for care.

Children die from smoke inhalation
SANTA CLARITA, Calif. (AP) — Firefighters responding to a
woman's 911 call found her four young daughters in their pajamas,
tucked into blankets and sleeping bags as if they were at a slumber
party. All had died from smoke inhalation.
Investigators were suspicious of Wednesday afternoon's fire because an accelerant was found in the single-story beige home.
The girls' 34-year-old mother and 14-year-old brother, who survived and were not burned, were in the house when firefighters arrived. They were later taken to a hospital and listed in fair condition.

Group wants stronger Viagra warnings
WASHINGTON (AP) — Too many men may be taking Viagra to
treat impotence that was actually caused by another medicine — including antidepressants and blood pressure drugs — but doctors
. iivocacy group charges.
'
don't know it, a consumer
Public Citizen petitioned the government Wednesday to warn doctors that they should try adjusting men's prescriptions bcore prescribing Viagra for impotence — and cited 174 reports of en suffering side effects, including 31 deaths, to alsourge -stro er safety
warnings about the wildly popular drug.
"There are -several extremely troubling safety problems in the
FDA's review" of Viagra, wrote Public Citizen's Dr. Sidney Wolfe.
The Food and Drug Administration remains convinced that Viagra
is safe when used by the right men, but said it will consider the
consumer group's concerns.

Men arrested for threat's.
OLMITO, Texas (AP) — Three south Texas 'men have been arrested on charges they threatened to use biological weapons against
federal agents.
FBI agents charged Johnnie Wise, 72; Jack Abbott Grebe Jr., 43;
and Oliver Dean Emigh, 63, with conspiracy to use "weapons of
mass destruction."
Special Agent John J. DeLeon III said the weapons were biological but he refused to give other details Wednesday, saying criminal
complaints against the suspects were sealed.
He wouldn't discuss the type of chemical involved or how much
the suspects allegedly possessed.

minutes
just $34.95
a month.

$995
Nokia 918
Analog Phone

Sign up for our new $34.95 service plan and you'll not only get 198 "anytime"
minutes to- use each and every month, but we'll give you unlimited calling every
weekend for six full months at no additional charge.We feature quality phones from Nokia.

SPRINGFIELD, Ill.(AP) — Bob Kustra has resigned, leaving Illinois without a lieutenant governor until a new one takes office next
year.
Kustra spent 7Y2 years as Gov. Jim Edgar's understudy. The job
comes with few clear duties, but Kustra carved out a place for himself as Edgar's point man on higher education, economic development and reviving the ailing Illinois River.
Kustra is moving to Richmond, Ky., where he will be president of
Eastern Kentucky University.
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Evacuation continues in Florida
MINIS, Fla. (AP) — Wildfires forced the evacuation of tens of
thousands of people Wednesday as blazes burned several houses and
closed a 30-mile stretch of Interstate 95, the major north-south highway along the East Coast.
A fire west of Ormond Beach in Volusia County continued to
grow throughout the day until authorities announced a mandatory
evacuation for about 10,000 of the city's 35,000 residents. Ormond
Beach is just north of Daytona Beach.
Some residents were taken to a shelter at a high school in Port.
,where peoOrange, but authorities were scrambling for other places
ple could go.
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Rhino has second miscarriage
CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati Zoo officials' hopes that a Sumatran rhinoceros would bear offspring have been dashed for a second time.
The endangered animal has lost her second pregnancy within seven months, zoo officials said Wednesday.
Last month, zoo personnel had used an ultrasound examination to
confirm that the 8-year-old rhino, named Emi, was about 80 days
into a second pregnancy. But the 1,700-pound rhino has now lost the
pregnancy after 94 days, zoo officials said.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — The nearly identical wills of Phil Hartman and his wife, which leave their $1.23 million estate to their
children, were admitted to probate court without challenge.
Nobody contested the wills during Wednesday's brief hearing before Judge Pro Tern John B. Mcilroy. The stipulations in the wills
will take effect in four months unless objections are filed.
Hartman, 49, was shot to death on May 28 by his wife, Brynn, in
the couple's Encino home. Mrs. Hartman, 40, then killed herself.
Their 50-page wills direct that their children, 9-year-old Sean and
,6-year-old Birgen, will be raised by Mrs. Hartman's sister, Katharine
*right, and her husband, Mike. The Wrights, who have no children
of their own, live in Eau Claire, Wis.
The Hartmans directed that the first guardian who consents to take
care of the children be given $50,000.
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Former and current employees of WNBS.radio in Murray celebrated
the 50th anniversary of the station during a special broadcast Wednesday morning beside the old WNBS headquarters on Fourth
Street.

II Tobacco...
FROM PAGE 1
designed to destroy the industry,
the only intelligent thing to do
was to get the best kind of front.
loaded buyout you could because
the industry wasn't going to be
there in profitable form very
long," McConnell said.
"There were a lot of people
who thought it better to just go
on down with the ship. I didn't
think that made sense," he said.
The bill offered by Sen. John
McCain, a maverick Republican
from Arizona, would have ratified the tobacco industry's settlement of health-related lawsuits in
40 states. However, it also would
have raised taxes on cigarettes by
at least $516 billion and increased federal regulation of the
industry.
In his talks to farmers, McConnell emphasizes the latter points

and, without apology, gives them
a partisan spin.
"The most important thing was
to defeat the bill. ... The disaster
has been averted. And I can tell
you that as long as there's a Republican Congress — it would be
even better if we had a Republican president — the idea of raising huge taxes to destroy this industry is not going to be around," McConnell said.
The message resonated with at
least one grower — .CI. Glasscock of Taylorsville, a former
Spencer County judge-executive.
Glasscock said he was reared
as a "hardheaded Democrat" but
wondered aloud: "If we hadn't
sent a Republican Congress to
Washington, where would we be
right now?"

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Baesler...
a

FROM PAGE 1
week on a House amendment to
prevent the Food and Drug Admi.nistration from testing, develop:,
ing or approving drugs that
chemically induce abortions, such
as the RU-486 "morning-after"
pill that is now under federal review. Baesler was the only member of the Kentucky delegation to
vote against the amendment.
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Man remains in local jail
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The weapon, along with two
televisions, two videocassette recorders and other items he allegedly had, were reported stolen
March 23 in Sumner County,
Tenn., the release said.
A check of pawn ticket records
at a local pawn shop led to the
arrest, the release said.

Murray Ledger & Times
A Navigator Drive man remained in jail Thursday morning
for allegedly receiving stolen
property, including a shotgun taken during a Tennessee burglary.
Mark Woods, 43, was under a
$2,500 bond in the Calloway
County Detention Center on felony charges of receiving stolen
property more than $300
(firearm).
According to a Murray Poice
Dcpartrnent press release, detectives arrested Woods Tuesday after learning he allegedly had the
shotgun.
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Ledger &Times

"I'd rather be hit by a tax than
by a donation," he said.
One concern is that residents
won't want to be hit by either, especially because of the recent jail
tax. Bailey noted that the tax supporting the Calloway County
Public Library was voted down
twice.
Crawford told of talking with
two businessmen recently who were strongly opposed to a recreation tax.
"They're tired of being taxed
to death," Crawford said. "They
didn't have an answer. They just
didn't want the tax."
"We're just asking the citizens
if they want to vote on it," Williams said. "If they vote no, well
keep on doing what we've been
doing and do the best we can."

In other reports, Calloway
County sheriff's officials returned Roger D. Jones, 38, from
Nelson, Mo., Tuesday and
charged him with flagrant nonsupport, a Class D felony.
He remained in jail under a
$3,400 bond Thursday morning.
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y Day in the Park
Famil
ACTIVITIES FROM

10 a.m. --YMCA Aerobics
Demonstrations
7aste ofthe Region"
Games
!p.m. -- Richard Henson's 'Brooms,
Rides
RainbowRideCarnival
Bootsie and me
Petting Zoo
Exhibits
3p.m. -- Mother Goose storytelling
Glitter Gi.ggles the Educational Booths
3 - 6:30 p.m. -- Bark in the Park
Music
aown
4 p.m. -- Mattel/YMCA Kids Parade
Calloway Ca Fire & Cola;rides onthe 5p.m. -- Joel Brantley "History of
Rock
Cane Express
Rescue
& Roll"
ACTIVITIES FROM
For more information about this or
Noon -6 pin.
other Freedom Fest events, or the
Martial Arts Demonstrations
passport program,call Freedom
Helicopter Rides
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CLARIFICATION
Because of a photographer's
error, Dr. Richard Flynn was misidentified in Tuesday's paper as
chairman of the department of
educational leadership and
counseling at Murray State University. Flynn is an assistant professor in that department. Dr.
Stephen Traw is the chairman.
The Ledger regrets the error.

Hudspeth wanted to know how
much money was needed to get
the parks back up to par and possibly get ahead.

$600 1 6 months $3600
1 month
$7200
3 months $1800 I 1 year

i I

"You need to have a plan ...
beyond the first wave of renovations," he said.
Dobbs and Williams said they
planned to get that figure by next
month's meeting.
Crawford favored seeking the
full five-cent maximum rate to
avoid having to ask voters again
if a three-cern rate weren't
enough.
"if you go back with your
hands out, that gets old," he said.
Fundraisers wouldn't be sufficient, either, Curd noted.

businesses and industries.
The board has talked of trying
to get grants for programs such as
new trails, Williams said, "but
with funding (from a tax), we
won't even have to wait for
grants." It also would make them
less dependent on city and county
government contributions, he
added.

Fax 0: 753-1927
Shell

FROM PAGE 1
The action was only a formality, though, said County Treasurer Sue Outland.
State Local Finance Officer
Tom Armstrong on June 22 approved the court's first reading of
an ordinance for the budget
amendment on June 11, she said.

FROM PAGE 1
were concerned the city council
and fiscal court might want to reduce their contributions — which
are $90,000 each this fiscal year
— if voters approved a five-cents
rate.
Lax, who is a magistrate, and
city councilmen Danny Hudspeth
and Dennis Crawford said they
didn't think the governments
would try to end their support.
If passed, revenue from a
three-cents rate, combined with a
budget similar to the current one
of $243,901 would give the parks
a budget of about $500,000.
That would pay for what is
considered a long-neglected list
of repairs, among them the pool,
one-room schoolhouse, tobacco
barn and other buildings at the
new city park.
Curd said he favored a tax, in
part because he didn't think most
people knew how badly the parks
have deteriorated in recent years.
Dobbs and Williams cited a recent study that showed the local
contribution of $5.62 per person
to the parks ranks MurrayCalloway County last of the
state's 11 city-county park systems. The state average contribution is $27.11 per person.
Current and previous budgets
have caused the parks to continually lose ground to inflation, Williams said.
"There are no replacement
costs, and that's ,getting us," he
said.
Parks "arc the thing that
touches almost everyone," Williams said, .including potential
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Tree trimming necessary
The voice on the other end of
the phone was not happy.
And for once, I didn't have to
pull out my defensive gear because the Ledger wasn't the
target.
Instead, the topic was tree
trimming. And more specifically,
removing tree limbs from power
lines.
She was in town settling her
mother's estate when the tree
trimming began at her mother's
house. And according to her account, the trimming was essentially more like a butchering.
She vented her frustration at
the loss of the beautiful
branches...and even acknowledged that her mother's death
may have made her a bit more
sensitive.

V15

In
have
stead

As a result, some of the trees
look like a giant Pac-Man has taken a bite out of them. They
aren't pretty and there certainly
doesn't seem to be much of a
pattern.
However, they are .no longer
interfering with the power lines.
"They don't look nice,"
Thompson said. "When you trim
the same tree every year, it is
very difficult to make it look
nice. We simply can't take the
convinced
However, she was
time to make them look pretty
that the workers could have been
anymore."
a bit more careful in doing the
work.
There is a delicate balance at
After talking with her, I conwork here. Either we strive for
tacted Tony Thompson, superin.:
pretty trees and deal with the
tendcnt of Murray Electric Syssubsequent power outages or we
tem. And yes, he confirmed that
have not-so-pretty trees and uninhe had also received some
terrupted electricity.
complaints.
In response to this dilemma,
launched .its Trade-A -Tree
MES
trimroutine
that
He explained
Program in 1995. It encourages
ming is being handled differently
property owners to permit MES
this year because of the
remove trees which have beto
workload.
come maintenance problems. In
"We were doing a lot of beaureturn, MES will have a new tree
tification when we trimmed, but
planted.
because of the amount of time it
The new tree will attain a mahas taken, we are strictly trying
height that does not interfere
_Lure
to clear the lines,"—he said.

with the power lines.
Granted, it is a bit difficult to
give up those stately magnolias,
but no magnolia just might be
better that a mangled magnolia.
At one time, MES used the
"round-over" method which made
the tree more attractive. However, it was determined that that
technique was damaging to the
health of the tree and encouraged
secondary growth causing more
work for the utility crews.
MES now uses selective pruning. Property owners, in conjunction with MES officials, have an
opportunity to determine which
option is best for the affected
trees.
However, those power lines
must be kept clear.
It is inevitable that no matter
what technique is used, some
property owner will be dissatisfied. While tree preservation is
important, so is' electricity.
It appears as if the Trade-ATree Program i3 as close to a
compromise as possible. Otherwise, residents will have to live
with misshapen trees in exchange
for electricity.

Social Security questions linger
By ALLYSON MARKS
AARP Advocacy Representative
There has been a lot written of
late about what the future holds for
Social Security. Older Americans
know it will be there for them, but
they want to make sure it will be
"there" for their children and
grandchildren.
Meanwhile, their children — reveling in or recoiling from their
boomer branding — WANT to
believe it will be there for them,
while the grandchildren believe
they'll see a UFO before they see a
Social Security check.
These perspectives make for an
interesting, maybe even dangerous,
credibility gap, not that that's anything new among the generations.
But it is one of the reasons that the
AARP (American Association of
Retired Persons), America's leading
organization for the 50+ generations, has taken a key role in the
discussions about how best to
strengthen the program for the
under 50 generations.
First, for those who may think
Social Security is broke, here is a
reality cheat, courtesy of the independent board responsible for monitoring the fiscal stability of the
program: Social Security will be
able to pay full benefits to all
eligible recipients until the year
2032. After that, it is estimated the
program will only be able to pay 75
percent of full benefits.
So Social Security is NOT in
crisis, at least not now. This is not
the Japanese yen; it does not need
emergency intervention to prevent a

Commentary
collapse. But, it is critical that
Americans address the 25 percent
shortfall that looms 34 years away.
Can we agree how to help assure
economic security for hundreds of
millions of Americans through the
next century when the aging of
America means more and more
retirees living longer?
Early next year, the principals
will convene at a special White
House conference to hammer out
the reform proposals.
As the discussion continues
through the year, AARP will consider all the options while maintaining its commitment to preserving
the program's basic value as an
insurance rather than investment
vehicle. Social Security is the primary and only assured source of
retirement income for most older
Americans.
It guarantees lifetime, inflationadjusted income that protects families against financial uncertainty
resulting from the death, disability
or retirement of the wage earner. In
fact, Social Security serves about 44
million people of all ages,including
five million widows, 3.5 million
children and 4 million workers who
paid into the system and have
become disabled.
The question we should be asking
is, "What will the retirement challenges facing baby boomers and

generation x-ers and how can they
best be managed?"
Rather than completely redefining Social Security at the expense of
a Wall Street windfall, perhaps we
should discuss the possible expansion of private accounts that already
exist HRAs,401(K)s,etc.] while we
continue working toward a consensus of opinions about options for
Social Security.
This is not, as some might suggest, slamming the door on equity
investment as an option. In fact, one
of the most interesting options is the
possibility of investing some part of
Social Security revenue, but on
behalf of everyone, not simply
individuals.
There are other, more modest
reforms that should be fully discussed, such as the limited private
investment accounts proposal made
by Senator Moynihan; increasing
the retirement age; raising payroll
taxes; cutting benefits, etc.
These are the kinds of options
that will guarantee a strong social
safety net for the future. They will
ensure that all workers, even those
who make only low wages, can
retire with a guaranteed monthly
payment.
The program is much too vital
and successful an insurance program to be co-opted by Wall Street
gamblers. After all, its name is
Social Security, isn't it?
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Trip not all good for Clinton
SHANGHAI, China (AP) —
For President Clinton, it was all
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
business — but business is not all
good.
Not with the U.S. trade deficit
with China heading upward, and
with no real progress to report in
reversing that trend.
Clinton made his business
rounds Wednesday at the American chamber of commerce, on the
the administration had talked pes- last sumniit.
arena-size floor of the Shanghai
Turley wasn't putting a dollar
simistically about trade-opening
stock exchange and with a peron the latest deals. "I think
value
efforts. The results have matched
sonal look at a homeowner's
we're trying to get away from
those low expectations.
apartment in a Chinese real estate
For China to take a scat in the giving a number on this," he
development.
World Trade Organization, which said, because the contracts may
All cordial and complimentary,
said he and Zemin want, prove to be worth much more
Clinton
but with acknowledgments of the
would have to erase than their face values.
Chinese
the
problems lurking behind the dipOf course they also could
an array of regulations, proteclomatic niceties.
prove to be worth less.
other restricand
measures
tionist
Clinton said he was disapEither way, they would hardly
tions they deem essential to the
pointed at the lack of headway
the trade deficit But Daley
dent
development of their still-infant
made toward casing the trade barsaid there could be much more
economy.
market
riers that limit U.S. access to
Clinton said they are entitled to ahead as China builds bridges,
China's markets and add to the
power plants, roads, airports.
leeway, time to phase in more
increasing trade deficit.
There arc estimates China will
Daley
However,
rules.
trade
open
That problem will be waiting
spend $375 billion on such prosaid, "The offers that have been
for Clinton after he gets home on
over three years, and far
jects
put forward just aren't sufficient
the Fourth of July, a debating
in the future. By comparimore
to
move
us
to
allow
at this point
point for congressional opponents
gigantic U.S. roads and
the
son,
forward."
of renewing normal trade relabill just signed by
works
public
At post-Cold War summits,
tions with China. Critics contend
$203 billion over
for
is
Clinton
the
busiof
boast
that in trade and on other issues, leaders usually
years.
five
ness deals they've made. That
the White House policy of enIn the face of international
was muted this time. There were
gagement means yielding to what
the
for
tion
competi
al,
agreements
seven
commercial
China wants.
-building
contracts,
re
infrastructu
though dollar numbers came only
Stilt, Clinton and his team put
the administration wants a piece
from
Chinese officials, who said
the best face they could on what
of that Chinese public works acvalued
contracts
seven
were
there
they couldn't get. Secretary of
tion. Daley will lead a U.S. misat about S1.9 billion. But $800
Commerce William Daley said he
sion to China early in 1999, seekmillion of that represented the
hoped the summit had moved the
ing opportunities for U.S.
contracts
of
n
jetliner
confirmatio
Chinese closer to market-opening
businesses.
with the Boeing Co. signed at the
steps that would lead to Beijing's
admission to the World Trade Organization, which deals with
trade relations and rules on trade
disputes.
Nothing specific, though. "As
far as concrete steps that have
been taken in the last five days,
no," said Daley, who warned of
Dear Editor:
a political backlash in the United
At a time when the outlook on the future of our youth is very bleak
States over an increasing trade
with the widespread problem of violence in our schools and such, I
imbalance.
would like to say that there are still a lot of very responsible and caring
were
trade
and
Commerce
young people.
Clinton's issues of the day in
This past weekend (June 26-28) a simple family camping trip could
booming, if overbuilt, Shanghai,
have been disastrous had it not been for my 15 year old nephew, Michael
after summit sessions with ChinPaul Eldridge. I had my daughter on my back and we were swimming
ese President Jiang Zemin in
when an undercurrent pulled me down. My daughter panicked and was
Beijing where the two agreed
choking me. I can't remember anything except for Michael pulling us in
only to keep discussing their
to the beach. There were some fishermen looking on, but never offered
trade differences, The next round
any help. I know that if it had not been for him my daughter and I would
of negotiations is slated for
have drowned.
Geneva the week of July 20.
I would like to recognize him for his quick action that probably saved
By U.S. estimate, the annual
our lives.
Mrs. Carol Wolfe
trade deficit is $50 billion and
1036 Bethel Road
„going up, perhaps to $60 billion
when the 1998 numbers are final.
Murray, KY 42071
The Chinese say that is far overstated because exports flowing
through Hong Kong aren't
T URRAY
counted as offsets to U.S. imports
directly from China.
Either way, Daley said, "The
AMY WILSON
L. APPERSON
bottom line is, our exports have
Managing Editor
Publisher
not grown anywhere near the degree that their exports to the United States have."
ALICE ROUSE
"The trade deficit is up someGeneral Manager
percent,"
14
or
where around 13
said Alan Turley, the U.S. dele'Where there Ls no vision. the people perish'
gation trade specialist. "By both
PUBUSIIED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.
our figures, it's increased."
Before Clinton came to China,
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Parks department makes
splash during celebration

DEATHS
Rev. John T. Hardie

The Murray Calloway Co. Parks
and Recreation Department is making a splash during Freedom Fest
'98!
During Family Day in the Park on
Friday, all attendees to the city pool
may gain admission for just SI.
Before or after taking a dip in the
park, swimmers may join the festivities just a few steps away at
Freedom Fest's 4th annual Family
Day in the Park.
Activities include free rides on
the Candy Cane Express, martial
arts demonstrations by Three Rivers
Martial Arts Academy, aerobic demonstrations by the Murray Family
YMCA, a petting zoo, pony rides,
storytelling by Mother Goose, the

The Rev. John T. Hardie, 73, Palma Road. Calvert City, died Wed.
nesday, July 1, 1998, at 10:18 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
He was now a member of Emmanuel Baptist Church, Murray.
A retired pastor of New Hope Missionary Baptist Church for 21
years, he had pastored other area churches for a total of 38 years until
retiring because of health reasons. He was the son of the late John
Henry Hardie and Florence Hardie.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ann Hardie; one daughter, Mrs.
Barbara Gipson, Cunningham; two sons, Michael Hardie, Calvert
City, and Ray Hardie, Benton; three sisters, Mrs. Frances Abbott,
Dyer, Tenn., Mrs. Faye Lack, Memphis. Tenn., and Mrs. Wilda Yates,
Ft. Myers, Fla.; nine grandchildren.
The funeral will he Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Paul McWherter of Murray will officiate.
Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
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Admission to Family Day in the
Park is free. For more information
about this event, the Passport Program, in which two family season
pool passes from the park will be
given away, or any other freedom
Fest event, call the Murray Tourism
Commission, Freedom Fest Headquarters, at 759-2199.

Hdiiard yons is • market maker in 014 stock
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NC

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Diamond Rio, Martina McBride
highlight Freedom Fest concert
The Froggy 103 Freedom Fest
Concert is rapidly approaching. The
concert, featuring Diamond Rio and
Martina McBnde, is slated for Friday at 7 p.m.
The following are the times for
anyone to get free tickets to the
concert. Tickets will be given out at
these locations and times.
Thursday - Craig's Dairy Dream
in Grand Rivers from 4:30 to 5:30

Murray Family YMCA sets
activities for Freedom Fest

could
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In the obituary of Mrs. Lelah Usrey published Wednesday, it should
have read that she died at Methodist Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., instead of the place released by Blalock -Coleman Funeral Home.
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The Murray Family YMCA is
geared up for Freedom Fest'98 with
an exciting line-up of activities!
Kicking off these activities will
be the Mattel/YMCA Kids' Parade.
Line-up will begin at 3:30 p.m. in
front of the pool area at the park.
The parade begins at 4 p.m. during
Freedom Fest's 4th annual Family
Day in the Park.
Children are encouraged to dress
up in their red, white and blue and
vie for prizes based on creativity
and patriotic theme. Awards will be
given to first- and second-place
boys and girls in each age group as
follows: 0-2 years, 3-4 years, 5 6
years, and 7-8 years.
Entry forms are available at the
Murray Tourism Commission,
Freedom Fest Headquarters, as well
as at the Murray Family YMCA at
1510 Chestnut St.
Once the Kids' Parade is over,
however, YMCA's Freedom Fest
participation is not. Following the
fireworks display on Saturday, the
YMCA will be sponsoring the first
ever Teen Extravaganza which will
take place in the new Regional
Special Events Center on Murray
State University's campus.
Admission is free with a parent or
guardian-signed Freedom Buck.
The Freedom Bucks are available in
several businesses throughout town,
as well as at the Murray Tourism
Commission office, Freedom Fest
Headquarters, and at the Murray
Family YMCA at 1510 Chestnut St.
Activities at the Teen Extravaganza include Extreme Games,such
as a 20-foot slide, a huge Twister
game, and more. Basketball and
volleyball games will also be set up,
and a al will be providing music.
late-night
those
satisfy
To
munchies, free food and drinks
donated by area restaurants will be
available.
Judy Gargus,director of Freedom
Fest, is optimistic about the success
of the YMCA Teen Extravaganza.
"Bjame Hansen, coordinator of
this event, was handed this project
about three months ago and asked to
run with iL In doing so, he has put
together an exciting evening of
entertainment for teens ages 13-18.
The event lasts until midnight,"
Gargus said.
In addition to the Kids' Parade
and the Teen Extravaganza, the
YMCA is supporting Freedom Fest
in other ways, as well. YMCA
employees will be offering aerobic
demonstrations from 10 to 11 a.m.
at Family Day in the Park. They will
provide an information booth the

History of Rock 'n Roll by Joel
Henson s
Richard
Brantley,
"Brooms, BooLsie and Me," A Taste
ol the Region, helicopter rides,
games, and much, much more
Froggy 103.7 will also be distributing the remainder of the Martina
McBride/Diamond Rio concert
tickets from noon to 4 p.m.

rest of the day. Crowd participation
will be encouraged during the aerobic demonstrations.
The YMCA has also offered its
support of the Freedom Fest Passport program by donating a onemonth membership to the YMCA.
To be eligible to win this prize, one
must get a passport stamped or
punched at seven out of_20 events
listed on the passport. All passports
must be turned in Saturday night at
the Music With a Bang!/Briggs and
Stratton Fireworks Display.
The drawing will be held after the
community band and chorale performs that evening. All participants
must be present to win.
For a list of other passport prizes,
and for more information about this
program or any Freedom Fest event,
call the Murray Tourism Commission, Freedom Fest Headquarters, at
.
502-759-2199.
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No tickets will be given out at the
stadium on the day of the show.

is pleased to announce
they are the
authorized distributor
for Murray and
Calloway County.
OVE R 501 EARS
An American Company
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New Better Hearing
Through Professional Care

• guaranteed cash flow
• excellent claim service
• investment protection

Murray Service Center
Racer Inn Hwy. 641 S., Murray

amencan
4
roacnsurance.inc

1st and 3rd Friday Each Month
Friday, July 3
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

\ 111111 \Ill 10/1 I' I 10.11"\\"1

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5111 St. • NIttirra

-11iC
HI WARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is.You.

p.m.
Thursday - Freedom Fest Bull
Blowout at the Calloway County
Fairgrounds from 6:30 to 7:30 p in.
Friday - Freedom Fest Family
Day in the Park in the New Murray
City Park starting at noon until all
the tickets are gone.

Tobacco
Crop Hail
Insurance
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993 Broadway • Padu,cah, Ky. • 502-443-4594
Monday-Friday • 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

• 753-4451
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"Give Me $1500
Worth Of
Sunscreen,Please'

Whopper

990

other coupons or oilers V040 Where prOhibied by law Cash
Present osupon before orderIng LimIt one per customer Not to be used with
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yak* 11004 SUMS SWIM tax applicable Good only at participating
Corporation
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Corporation
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It just tastes better.KING

Get great deals on new Tigersharks, like the Daytona 1000 and
the Monte Carlo' 1000, during the Tigershark Feeding Frenzy
down.
Or save $1000 on a Monte Carlo 770 That's with zero
You'
all
not
that's
and low APR's* And
TICENSNANE'
dealer has more great deals, too Com.,
HOOKED
GET
yo,,
for
works
one
that
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in and find

406 Mein St, Benton, Ky.
MEI NMI
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5 Piece Chicken Tenders

Murray Home a Auto
Outdoor Division 753-2571

FREE

Chestnut St.
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SAVE LIVES

GIVE BLOOD
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Buy 1 Chicken Sandwich - Get 1 Chicken Sandwich
Hickory Woods

FREE

Retirement Center
8-4 Utterback Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Residents at Hickory Wood enjoy Fourth of
July games and festivities. Leurine Elkins,
Sue Henderson, Willis Hill, Linda Blaustein,
and Linda Orten, attendants, Ruth Heath,
Edna MeCleery & Come Shelton
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Today
Birthday party held for residents
Rogers, Bob Sparks, Jean Ray,
Ray Brownfield, Lorraine Adams,
and Helen Broughton, violinist.
The -June birthday patients
were recognized.
West View patients having
birthdays in July have been announced by the staff.

The monthly party for residents of West View Nursing
Home with birthdays during the
month of June was held Wednesday, June 24.
Special music was presented
by Allene Knight, pianist, Dr.
Charles Smith, harmonica, Mabel

JO'S DATEBOOK

They are Robert Thompson and
Vara Gaertner, Jaly_1;__ Verna
Hightower and Rupathe Moren,
July 2; Mane Carter, July 5; Nell
Herndon, July 6; Eva Jackson,
July 8; Robert Morris, July 9;
Edna Cook, July 19; Alden Turner, July 20; Ruth Lassiter, July
24; Rubye Grogan, July 25.
Cards may be sent to the patients at the nursing home.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK HAS PLANNED SPECIAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE FOURTH OF JULY.
A special performance and demonstration by Albert Bauman,
potter, will be at the campground from 10 a.m. to noon. The annual "Kiddie Karnival" will be at the old beach area from 2 to
3:30 p.m. Rabbi the Magician skill perform at the campground
from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. Drifters, a local band from Benton skill
perform from 6 to 10 p.m. A firessorks display will begin at
dusk. For information call 474-2211.

HOSPITAL

REPORTS
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, June 30, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Hammond baby boy, mother, DaEntertaining at the June birthday party at West View Nursing Home
were, from left, Allene Knight, Dr. Charles Smith, Mabel Rogers, Bob
Sparks, Jean Ray, Ray Brownfield, Lorraine Adams, and Helen
Boughton.
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Holland Drugs

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED
* Free Consultation & Review of Prescriptions
* Computerized Records
Itr We Accept Most Insurance Plans
109 S. 4th St. • 753-1462

nean Buehler, Cadiz;
Burkeen baby boy, parents, Jason
and Anna, Murray.

Dismissals
Mrs. Elizabeth Hall Marshall, Hazel,
Mrs. Nola C. Jetton, Sedalia;
Mrs. Kathleen Miller Ford and Mrs.
Lee Ann Adams and baby girl, Benton.
Mrs. Nancy Ellen Eldridge, Almo,
Mrs. Eura Nell Burkeen, Dexter; Mrs.
Carnell C. Grubbs, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs, Laverne E. Ford, Davison,
Mich.; Mrs. Helen Pearl Feeny, Hardin;
Mrs. Mary E. Sykes, Arvis Gillespie
Walter, Mrs. Uldine W. Evans, Mrs.
Dorothy Neil Blakely, Festus Moody,
Mrs. Pauline Bernice Baum, Ansel
Edward Griffin, Milton Routh, Mrs. Deborah Marie Henley, Mrs. Lavanche
Turner,
Beau Daniel Rogers, Charles Ray
Parker, and Mrs. Virginia S. Chesser,
all of Murray.

Expiration
Mrs. Hazel Inez Johnson

Every Friday Night

B•I•N•G

4.0

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club • License #0181

e k
Megan Forth was crowned Ms.
Freedom Fest Queen In age group
5-7 and overall most beautiful in
age group 0 to 12 at the Freedom
Fest Pageant. Forth attends Murray Elementary School. She Is the
daughter of David Forth and Karan Forth of Murray.

Murray.

Anna's

Farmhouse Restaurant
Home Style Cooking
Breakfast Anytime Plate Lunches
Taos 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Wad-Set 6 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Feerunng Sunday Breakfast Butter
8 a m -10 am.

354-987.3
Hwy 68 Aurora. KY
•.t to

r

BIRTHS
McGee girl
Mr. and Mrs. Rick McGee of
Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Elaina Nicole McGee,
born on Wednesday, June 24,
1998, at 2:24 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 12 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Belinda Hobbs. A brother is
Michael Daniel McGee.
Grandparents are Charles and
Betty Hobbs of Lone Oak, and
Ocie and Melanie McGee of
Hopkinsville.

Did you miss
your paper?
Call 753-1916
Extension 28
Mon.-Fri. 5:00-6:00 p.m.
Sat. 4:30-5:00 p.m.

.

Main Street plans event
The Murray Main Street Program will have food and drinks available and items on display at the Wallis Drug building on the north
side of the courtsquare in downtown Murray on Saturday, July 4,
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

B)
wc

Singles (SOS) plan activities
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have special activities
this weekend. On Friday, July 3, at 7 p.m. the group wil attend the
Freedom Fest concert at Roy Stewart Stadium at Murray State University. On Saturday, July 4, the group will attend a dance at Camden, Tenn., at 2 p.m. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational,
support and social group for single adults, whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Doris at
753-0273.
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Fire & Rescue holding sales
Calloway County Fire & Rescue is urging the public to support its
fund-raising efforts by purchasing your fireworks for this season at
Wal-Mart. Persons may purchaseone item and get one free with proceeds to benefit the Fire & Rescue Squad. For information call the
station headquarters at 753-4112.

Special sale at Parish Center
Church will
The Social Concerns Committee of St. Leo Catholic
to 2 p.m. at
a.m.
7
from
have a benefit yard Sale on Saturday, July 4,
to the
taken
be
may
sale
the
for
the Parish Center. Donated items
.
(Friday)
tonight
p.m.
8
center from 6 -to

Four Rivers group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday, July 5,
is
at 2 p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. This
for all interested music friends and listerners. For information call
Velvaleen at 753-6979 or Jack at 753-2698.
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Senior Friends will meet
Senior Friends will meet Saturday, July 4, at 5:30 p.m. at Roy
will be
Stewart Stadium, Murray State University, to park. A shuttle
available to go to Dutch Essenhaus to eat. Then the group will return
to the stadium for "Music With A Bang" and the fireworks display.
For information call Kimberly at 1-502-251-4470 or Shirley at
1-502-527-9748.

Paschall Cemetery holding drive
The Paschall Cemetery Association is currently in a drive to increase the perpetual fund. This is necessary to off-set lower interest
rates with increases in maintenance rates. The drive will continue
until Aug. 1 at the annual meeting of the association. Donations may
be mailed to Bertha! Allen Grooms, treasurer, Paschall Cemetery
Association, 350 Terrapin Creek Rd., Puryear, TN 38251.
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Kids Companies will be closed
Downtown Court Square

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Summer Sale

Ages 0-5

• Sportswear
• Dresses
• Shoes and Sandals

Call For Openings

753-5227

• Swimsuits
• Handbags

•
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•
•
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THEATRES
.
•
•
•
•
•
; Armageddon
:PG13 1:00 3:50 7 00 9:50
•
•
• Doctor Dolittie
•
• PG13 1 15 3:25 7:25 9:20
•
'
• Mulan
; G 100 315 700 9:10
•
•
• The X-Files
7:10 9:40
•
• PG13 1:10 3:40
•
• Out Of Sight
•
• R 105 3.35 705 935
•
:Six Days, Seven Nights
.
•

Need Line Board to meet July 6
Need Line will meet
The Board of Murray-Calloway County
Room of Weaks
Board
Way
United
the
in
Monday, July 6, at noon
urges all board
n,
chairma
Community Center. Margaret Boone,
Monday to
second
from
change
members to attend and to note the
first Monday for this month.

fund-raising
Murray Boy Scout Troop 77 will have its Ilth annual
4, at First
July
,
O.B. Boone Country Ham Breakfast on Saturday
or when
a.m.
9
to
6
from
served
be
will
Christian Church. Breakfast
g Glen
accordin
away,
turned
be
will
one
No
coming.
people quit
Durham, troop committee chairman.

July 4th Special
Save an extra 200Io to 25010
Now through July 4th

•.inimums--
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Angel Alert is issued
Calloway County Family
An angel alert has been issued by the
homeless Tuesday when
left
was.
family
Resource Center. A local
include women's size
their mobile home burned. Immediate needs
men's clothing:
shoes;
women's
9
18 clothing (average height), size
: size 2 or 3 toddler and
pant size 33-30, shoe size 10; boys' clothing
are large boys' diapers
size 6, boys' shoe sizes 8 and 9. Also needed
an urgent need for a
has
family
Another
and extra large pull-ups.
Resource Center at
baby crib or bassinet. Please call the Family
needs. Since the
these
with
753-3070 as soon as possibL to assist
, messages can
weekend
holiday
the
center will be closed Friday for
be left at 753-7784.

:PG13 1:30 3:45 7:20 9 25
•
:The Truman Show
•
• PG 1:05 3:30 7:15 9:35
•
•

: Matinees Everyday

to

Scout Boone breakfast Saturday

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Murray
The MurrayMiddle School Kids Company and the
in ob3,
July
Friday,
Elementary Kids Company will be closed on
holiday.
July
of
servance of the fourth

MURRAY, KY
UNIVERSITY PLAZA • CHESTNUT ST. •
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Murray-Calloway Homeschoolers were treated to a special class for
Chemical Appreciation Week this year with Beth Brubaker instructing.
Expressions on faces of the children show the enjoyment that was received. For Information on homeschooling call 753-0717.

Thursday, July 2
Freedom Fast Bull Blowout 1998 at 8
p m./Calloway County Fairgrounds
Twilight Cabaret/8 p.m./Kenlake
State Park Social hour/6:30 p m.
Bible School at Salem Baptist
Church/6.30-8:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7;30
a.m -4 p.m Info/753-0576
Prepared Childbirth Class at
MCCH/7-9 p.m.
HIV/AIDS Support Group/7-9
p.m./private dining room of Columbia
PineLake Hospital, Mayfield. Info/
Marilyn, 753-6882.
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers
Association/7 p m /PADD office at
Mayfield.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, DiWis., announce
xieland Shopping Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brockman Jr. of Sheboygan,
Denise
r,
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e
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-7676.
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Info/753
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Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
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Whitake
James
Mark
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an,
Ann Brockm
senior citizens activities.
Whitaker of Murray.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m /for
and
n
Tronso
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Angie
senior citizens' activities.
Murray TOPS If 469/weigh-in/6
Henry Brockman Sr., both of Sheboygan.
John Newbigging
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of CalloThe groom -elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
way County Public Library.
of Clarkston, Mich.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Seven
High
South
gan
Sheboy
Miss Brockman is a 1992 graduate of
Restaurant.
Seas
University. She is emKnights of Columbus/7 p.m./K-C
School and a 1996 graduate of Murray State
Hall
ployed by Murray City Schools.
School and 4_1993_ Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
High
Murray
of
e
graduat
1988
a
is
r
Whitake
Mr.
MSU/open 8.30 am,-4,15 p.m.
ed by Paschall
graduate of Murray State University. He is employ
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
Truck Lines.
a.m.-10 p.m
Leo

Denise Ann Brockman
and Mark James Whitaker

Brockman-Whitaker
wedding to be Aug. 8

If*

Friday, July 3
Murray Ledger It Times will publish
an early edition Office will be closed.
Freedom Fist events: Family Day in
Park/t0 a.m.-6 p.m.; Golf
Tournament/1 p.m./Murray Country
Club; Bark in the Park/3-6:30 p.m.;
Kids' Parade/4 p.m./City Park; Country
Music Festival/7 p.m./Stewart Stadium
Calloway County Public Library
closed today.
Murray State University classes dismissed and administrative offices
closed.
Twilight Cabaret/8 p.m./Kenlake
State Park. Social hour/6:30 p m.
West View Nursing Home Bingo/10
a.m , Cooking Time/2 p.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hazel Center closed today for senior
citizens' activities.
Weaks Center closed today for senior
citizens' activities.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/6 -30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St /open 7 p.m.-midnight.
Info/753-TEEN
Seniors Golf play/9
Par 3 Golf Course

Melissa Leigh Vance,
fiancee of Jason Dale Spiceland

Vance and Spiceland
wedding to be Aug. 1
, announce
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy E. Vance of Turner Road, Murray
r, Melissa
daughte
their
of
e
marriag
hing
approac
the engagement and
and Mrs. Steve
Mr.
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nd,
Spicela
Dale
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to
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Spiceland of Hazel.
Eugene ChaThe bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
of Murray.
all
ney and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Vance,
Spiceland
Bobby
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
n
The groom-elect is the grandso
Murray.
of
all
Lyons,
W.A.
Mrs.
and of Mr. and
High School
Miss Vance is a 1992 graduate of Calloway County
the Library
is
She
ity.
Univers
State
and a 1996 graduate of Murray
School.
High
County
y
Callowa
at
st
Media Speciali
High School.
Mr. Spiceland is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County
.
Electric
nd
Spicela
He is an electrician with
at 7 p.m. at Elm
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 1, 1998,
Grove Baptist Church, Murray.
fellowship hall.
A reception will follow the ceremony in the church
s and friends
relative
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All
n.
receptio
the
and
are invited to attend the wedding

3 p.m. at St.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 8, 1998, at
Catholic Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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— FRIDAY NIGHT ONLY —
4-8 p.m.
The United States Achievement Academy has named Aimee' Noelle Olsen of Murray as
a national award winner in history and government.
Olsen, a student at Calloway
County Middle School, was nominated for this award by Patricia
Lassiter, teacher.

Her biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
She is the daughter of Duayne
and Dawn Olsen of Murray.
Her grandparents are Thomas
and Carmaletta Eldridge of Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. Alice
Lund of Kodiak, Alaska.

RIBFEST

Have a Slab or
2 of Ribs!
Got company coming. Pick up a

slab or two of ribs and all the fixin's.
Eat them here or take'em to go!
30 p.m.
Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:

Three Days Only!
Thursday, Friday 81 Saturday

D

Freedom Pest/Pepsi
Art di Craft Fair

July 4
t9a.m.-5p.m.

ir

Arts & Crofts

Food
Live Music
Fun for Everyone!

1-800-819-7010
Or Visit Our Websitei
m
www.nationwidelending.do
(Ad 58)

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates
ily
hen
ize
ng:
and
peIS
r a
r at
the
can

Holland Motor Sales

.513 S. 12th

St.

753-4461

Time To
Renew Your
Homeowners
Insurance?
Give Us A Call.

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
302 N 12th St
Murray
753-5842

Call 759-2199 for
more information.

111 South 4th Street 759-2100
OPEN JULY 4th 10:00 - 2:00
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MSU coaches to hit recruiting trail
II Camps throughout
country to fill month for
men's, women's staffs
By MARK YOUNG
Editor
July is no time for the Murray
State basketball coaches to sit
back and take it easy.
It's time to hit the recruiting
trail.
The early evaluation period
runs July 8-31, during which the
Racer and Lady Racer coaches
will attend camps throughout the
country in search of players to
fill holes for the 1999-2000 sea-

Sports

Tevester Anderson

son
and beyond.
Lady Racer coach Eddie Fields
has already attended a camp in
Indianapolis.
"You're not supposed to go out
until July 8, but since the AAU
national tournament was June 26
through July 4, we were granted
an exemption," Fields said.
Fields has four players who
will complete their eligibility after the coming season, but said he
will probably only sign three
players for 1999-2000.
"We're targeting two guards —
a shooter and a point guard, and a
post player," he said. "It varies as
the year goes on, and we will

base it on need. It can change
once we get into the season."
The period to make personal
contact with players runs Sept.
9-29 with the early signing period
Nov. 11-18. From Oct. 8 to Feb.
28, teams are allowed 40 evaluation selections, and the late signing period is April 7-May 15.
MSU men's coach Tevester
Anderson is looking for size as
the Racers will lose post players
Duane Virgil, Marvin Gay and
Michael Floyd after the coming
season.
"This year we want to sign at
least two good inside players and
possibly a guard," the first-year

coach said.
Anderson is also already looking at the 2000-2001 season,
when he could have seven or
eight vacancies to fill.
"We'll be looking at a lot of
(high school) juniors and sophomores; it's never to early to look
at them," he said. "The quicker
you identify some of the ones
who can play at this level, the
better off you are."
Fields said the Lady Racer
staff will attend camps in Des
Moines, Iowa (national AAU
tournament), Chicago (Women's
Eddie Fields
III See Page 9A

Yankees' Wells proves worth
•Moves to 11-2 as New York
tops Philadelphia Wednesday;
Martinez drives in four runs

File photo

Tino Martinez drove in four runs, including a two-run homer, as the New York Yankees defeated Philadelphia 5-2 Wednesday.

The Associated Press
Hours after making his first All-Star
team, David Wells showed why he-belongs on the AL squad.
Wells pitched seven strong innings
and Tino Martinez drove in four runs
to lead the New York Yankees to a 5-2
victory over the Philadelphia Phillies
on Wednesday, night.
Wells (11-2) held the Phillies to one
earned run and extended his streak of
innings without a walk to 36.
"I had no breaking ball whatsoever," said Wells, one of five Yankees picked for the AL All-Star team
earlier in the day. "If you don't have
your best stuff, you have to pull a rabbit out of your hat."
Wells won for the .eighth time in
nine starts, and Mariano Rivera got
five outs for his 20th save in 23
chances.
The Yankees got all the offense they
needed from Martinez, who broke out
of a slump with a two-run homer in the
second and a two-run single in the
fifth.
"I was just happy I was able to
come through," said Martinez, who
was 18-for-101 (.178) since being hit
in the back by a pitch from Baltimore's
Armando Benitez in mid-May. "I just
want to be consistent and I haven't

All-Star Rosters
Rosters for the 1998 All Star game at Coors Field in Colorado on July 7 (x-on the disabled list)
AMERICAN LEAGUE
STARTERS
Catcher—Ivan Rodriguez Texas
First Base—Jim Thome, Cleveland
Second Base—Roberto Alomar, Baltimore
Third Base—Cal Ripken, Baltimore
Shortstop—Alex Rodriguez, Seattle
Griffey, Jr , Seattle...Juan Gonzalez_.._Texasi. Kerry 1.ofton, Cleveland_
RESERVES
Catcher—Sandy Alomar. Jr. Cleveland
Infielders—Scott Brostus, New York. Ray Durham, Chicago. Damion Easley, Detroit. Derek Jeter. New
York. Dean Palmer, Kansas City, Mo Vaughn, Boston, Omar Vizquel. Cleveland
Ourftelders—Dann Erstad. Anaheim, Ben Grieve. Oakland. Paul O'Neill, New York, x -Bernie Williams
New York
PITCHERS
Rolando Arrolo. Tampa Bay. Roger Clemens. Toronto. Bartolo Colon. Cleveland, Tom Gordon, Boston
Pedro Martinez, Boston, Troy Percival, Anaheim, Brad Radke, Minnesota, Aaron Sele, Texas. David Wells.
New York, John Weneland, Texas
NATIONAL LEAGUE
STARTERS
Catcher—Mike Piazza, New York.
First Base—Mark McGwtre, St Louis
Second Base—Craig Biggio, Houston.
Third Base—Chipper Jones, Atlanta
Shortstop—Walt Weiss, Atlanta
Outfield—Tony Gwynn, San Diego, Barry Bonds, San Francisco, Larry Walker, Colorado
RESERVES
Catchers—Jason Kendall. Pittsburgh. Javy Lopez. Atlanta
Infielders—Vinny Castilla, Colorado, Andres Galarraga, Atlanta, Edgar Rentena, Florida. Fernando Vina,
Milwaukee
Outfielders—Moises Alou. Houston, Dante Btchette, Colorado. Gary Sheffield. Los Angeles, Sammy
Sosa, Chicago, Greg Vaustr,_San Diego, Devon White. Arizona
PITCHERS
Andy Ashby, San Diego, Kevin Brown, San Diego, Tom Glavine, Atlanta. Trevor Hoffman, San Diego,
Greg Maddux. Atlanta, Robb Nen. San Francisco. Rick Reed, New York, Curt Schilling, Ph(ladelphia. Jeff
Shaw. Cincinnati, Ugueth Urbina, Montreal

been doing that."
The Yankees won for the sixth time
in seven games and improved to 12-3
against NL teams, the best interleague
mark in the majors. Scott Rolen homered for the Phillies, who lost their
fourth in a row.
In other interleague games, it was
Toronto IS, New York Mets 10; San
Diego 8, Oakland 4; Detroit 9, Pitts-

burgh 1; Boston 6, Montreal 1; Minnesota 2, Cincinnati 1; Atlanta 6, Tampa
Bay 5; Florida 5, Baltimore 3; Cleveland 5, Milwaukee 2; Kansas City 6,
St. Louis 4; Los Angeles 7, Texas 5;
Houston 10, Chicago White Sox 4;
Seattle 9, Colorado 5; and San Francisco 6, Anaheim 3 in 10 innings.
• See Page 9A

NBA union secures help,files grievance
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
NBA players union secured several lines of credit from major
banks and received promises of
financial assistance from the
baseball, football and hockey unions on the first full day of the
league's lockout.
The union also filed a grievance with arbitrator John Feerick, who ruled in the Latrell
Sprewell case, on behalf of the
200,-plus players with guaranteed
contracts — including 11 who
were supposed to be paid this
month.

On a busy day of developments
in the labor stalemate, it was also
learned that CBS and Fox are
considering televising exhibition
games involving NBA free agents
if the lockout lasts into the fall.
The heads of the two network
sports divisions also have talked
about creating a new league if the
1998-99 NBA season ends up being canceled.
"If you look at it, it's a lot easier to start a rival basketball
league than a football league,"
agent Mark Fleisher said. "The
rosters arc only 11 or 12 deep,
rather than 45 or 50 in football,
almost a third of the NBA's play-

New league in works?
ers just became free agents and
arenas are easier to secure than
stadiums.
"Also, you have Michael Jordan unsure of what he'll do.
What if you offered him $100
million to join a start-up league.
You'd be immediately viable
right there," Fleisher said.
With both sides expecting a
protracted deadlock, financial
matters were foremost on the
minds of the union.

In addition to securing lines of
credit from several banks for any
players who run low on mbncy
during a long lockout, the union
received loan promises from NFL
Players -Association executive director Gene Upshaw, baseball union leader Donald Fehr and NHL
Players Association director Bob
Goode now.
The latest grievance before
Feerick was filed Tuesday, when
the old collective bargaining

Tauziat reaches Wimbledon final
By STEPHEN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— Nathalic Tauziat became the
first French woman to reach the
Wimbledon final in 73 years,
overcoming a horrible start today
to beat Natasha Zvercva.
Tauziat barely kept the ball in
the court as she dropped seven of
the first eight games, but she recovered in time to rally for a 1-6,
7-6 (7-1), 6-3 victory.
Tauziat will face the winner of
what many considered the true final — defending champion Martina Hingis against Jana Novotna
in a replay of last year's
championship.

To face Hingis or Novotna
When Zvereva sailed a return
long on match point, Tauziat let
out a shriek, threw her racket in
the air, flopped onto her back and
covered her face with her hands.
She then slapped the grass with
her hand.
It was by far the most dramatic
moment of a match that was
largely, devoid of compelling
tennis.
In reaching her first Grand
Slam final, the 30-year-old Tauziat became the first French woman to make the Wimbledon fi-

nal since Suzanne Lenglcn won
her sixth Wimbledon title in
1925.
Francoise Duff, the last French
woman to get to the semis in
1970, watched the match from
the players' box and had tears in
her eyes as Tauziat celebrated.
Tauziat is the lowest seeded
player in the field at No. 16 and
the lowest seed ever to make the
Wimbledon final.
For the first set and a half, it
looked as if Zvcreva would become the first unsccdcd women's

finalist since Billie Jean King in
1963.
The Bclarussian, a doubles
specialist who had upset Stern
Graf and Monica Seles en route
to the semis, needed only to keep
the ball in play as Tauziat
sprayed shots all over the court.
But Tauziat finally settled
down in the second set, playing
free-flowing tennis and punctuating her winners with shouts and
fist pumps.
Zvereva's game collapsed in
the second-set tiebreaker amid
glaring unforced errors that
turned the match around for
good. Tauziat raced to 3-0 lead in
the third set and never relented.

agreement was still in effect, after the league announced Monday
that players would not be paid
during the lockout.
Kenny Anderson of the Boston
Celtics on Wednesday became
the first player to miss a paycheck. His contract calls for him
to receive his entire 1998-99 salary Of $5.8 million on July 1.
Rookie of the year Tim Duncan and union officers Dikembe
Mutombo and Jim McIlvaine also
are due to receive portions of
their salary during the month of
July.
Even though Anderson didn't
go unpaid until July 1, the union

claims the NBA and .thie Celtics
committed an "anticipatory
breach of contract" by announcing their intentions on June 29
Feerick's jurisdiction ended at
midnight, June 30, but cases filed
before then remain open.
The 'union's filing beat the
deadline by a few hours, but the
league will argue that the standard player contract calls for a
player to inform a team by letter
that he has not been paid and
then wait a minimum of five days
before he can file an arbitration
case.
• See Page 9A
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UK receiver Hayslip
dismissed from team
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky wide receiver Andre Hayslip has been kicked off the team after being charged with two
crimes in eight days, the school said today.
Kentucky sports information director Tony Neely confirmed the
dismissal of Hayslip, a sophomore who played in all 11 of the
Wildcats' games last fall as a reserve cornerback. Hayslip, who
came to Kentucky from Phillips High School in Orlando, Fla., had
been moved to wide receiver during spring drills.
According to the Lexington Herald -Loader, which reported the
dismissal in today's editions, Hayslip was charged with shoplifting
on June 21 when he allegedly walked out of a local department
store with $92 in stolen merchandise and was stopped by a security
, guard.
On Sunday, the paper said, Hayslip was charged with disorderly
conduct after allegedly punching another man. He pleaded guilty on
Monday and paid a $100 fine.
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BRONCO LEAGUE
Cooksey Plumbing earned a 12-2 victory over Pittman Trucking in the
championship game of the Bronco League tournament Tuesday night
Brandon Steele took the win, striking out 10 Pittman batters
Steele and Chase Futrell led the Cooksey offense each blasting a double
and two singles Jordan Seiner Antonio Kendall and Shawn McElrath all
added singles
A double by Anthony Schnieder was the only hit for Pittman

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
LO Century 21)

733-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

MAJOR LEAGUES
Arnencen
Au TintealriEast Division
W
L Pct. GB
Nevi York
20
740 —
57
605 10
Boston
49
32
512 17Th
Toronto
43
41
Baltimore
37
47
440 23'4
415 25'h
Tampa Bay
34
48
Central Division
I. Pct. GB
W
47
Caweland
34
580
476 8 h
Monesota
39
43
37
45
451 10'h
Kansas City
Chicago
49
402 14-h
33
48
400 14'h
Donde
32
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Anaheim
598
49
33
551
3'.4
Texas
16
37
17
45
451 12
Oakland
49
417 15
Seethe
35
Wednesday's Gaines
Toronto 15. N Y Vets 10
San Diego 8. Oakland 4
Detroit 9, Pittsburgn
Boston 6. Montreal I
Mnnesota 2. Cincinnati 1
Atlanta 6, Tampa Bay 5
N Y Yankees; 5. Philadelphia 2
Fionda 5. Baltimore 3
Cleveland 5. hillivaukee
— bicumton 10. Chicago 151st. Soe3
Kansas City 6. St Loom 4
Los Angeles 7, Texas 5
Seattle 9, Cceorado 5
Sari Francisco 6, Anaheim 3. 10 innings
Thursday's Gamest
Atlanta at Tampa Bay, 11 35 am
Florida at Baltimore, 205 pm
Colorado at Seattle. 2:35 p.rn
Detroit at Pittsburgh, 6:05 pm
kannesota at Cincinnati, 6:05 pm.
N V Mem at Toronto, 605 p.m.
Montreal at Boston, 605 p.m.
Cleve:and at thihaulise. 6.15 p.m..
Phimoelphia at NY-,- Yankess-1315 am.
Chicago Mine Sox at Houston. 705 pm
Kansas City at St- Loki*, 7:10 -Ohl. Los Angeles at Texas. 7:35 p.m
San Diego at Oakland. 8:15 p.m.
San Francisco at Anaheim, 905 pm.
Friday's Games
Tampa Bay (Johnson 2-5i at Toronto (Guzman
4.10), 605 pint
Chicago White Sox ISirotka 8.7) at Boston
(Wakefield 9-31 6 05 pin
Baltimore (kAussna 6-5) at N.Y Yankees (Penine
9-5). 6.35 pm
Cleveland IGooden 2.3) at Kansas City (Rosado
3-51 705 pm
Det.oit (Castillo 2-5) at Mhnesota (Tewksbury
4-9). 7 05 p m
Seattle (I assero 6-5i at Texas (Bunten 1-8i. 7 35
m
Oakland (Candiotti 4-10i at Anaheim i0evares
5-3). 9-05 pm
, Saturday's Game*
Baltimore at N Y Yankees 12 15 pm
Chicago White Sox at Boston 12 15 p rn
Tampa Bay at Toronto, 3 05 p in
Detroit at Minnesota 5 05 p m
Cleveland at Kansas City 705 pm
Seattle at Texas. 7 35 p m
Oakland at Anaheim, 805 p in

Atlanta
Nee York
Philadelphia

National League
Es* Cinema
W
55 29
h3
36
40 41

656 —
544 9'4
.494 13'h

402 21
33 49
361 24h
30 53
Central Division
W
S. PeL GB
614 —
51
32
lioustion
531
7
tAlwaukee
43 36
44 39
530 7
Chicago
39 43 .476 11'h
St Louis
Pittsburgh
39 45 .464 1214
Cincinnati
35 50 .412 17
Wrat Division
W
L PcL
643 —
San Diego
54 30
576 5l6
49 36
San Francisco
41
42 .494 1-2'h
Los Angeles
37 48 .435 1Th
Colorado
29 55 .345 25
Anzona
Wednivaday's Games
Toronto 15, NY lAists 10
Chicago Cubs 6, Anzona
San Diego 8, Oakland
Detroit 9. Pittsburgh 1
Boston 6, Montreal 1
Minnesota 2. Cincinnati 1
Atlanta 6, Tampa Bay 5
NY Yankees 5, Ptvladelphia 2
Fionda 5 Baltimore 3
Cleveland 5, Milwaukee 2
Houston 10, Chicago Wrote Sox 4
Kansas City 6,St tows 4
Los Angeles 7 Texas 5
Seattle 9. Colorado 5
San Francisco 6, Anaheim 3 10 innings
Thursday's Games
Atlanta at Tarrpa Bay, 11 35 am
Anzona at Chicago Cubs, 1 20 p m
Flonda at Baltimore, 205 pm
Colorado at Seattle. 235 p.m.
Detroit at Pittsburgh 6 05 p,rn.
Minnesota at Cincinnati 605 pm
NY Ws at Toronto. 6 05 p.m
Montreal at Boston. 605 pm
Cleveland at Milwaukee, 615 p.m.
Yankees-6:35 pm -Philadelphia at N
Chicago White Sox at Houston. 7:05 p.m
Kansas City at Si. Louis, 710. pm
Los Angeles at Texas 735 pm
San Diego at Oakland, 615 p
San Francisco at Anaheim, 905 pm
Friday's Games
Pittsburgh ICornova 6-6) at Chicago Cubs (Tapers 8-6), 2 20 p m
Florida (Sanchez 3-5) at Montreal (Vazquez 2-6!
605 p m
Mhvaukee (Karl 6-3) at Philadelphia (Schinng
7-8), 605 pm
St Louis (Stothemyre 9-5) at Cincinnati (Remit nger 4-9), 605 pm
NY Met. (Yoshii 4-3) at Atlanta iGlavine It 3,
6 10 p.m
Anzona (Banes 6-8) at Houston (Reynolds 9.5),
705 pm
Colorado (Whght 5-8) at San Diego (Hamilton
5-9), 805 p.m
Los Angeles (Valdes 6-7i at San Francisco (Hershiser 6-6). 935 pm
Saturday, July 4
St LOUIS at Cincinnati, 1215 pm
Los Angeles at San Francisco, 3 05 p
Pittsburgh at Chicago Cubs. 3 05 p rn
Arizona at Houston, 6.05 1) rn
Fonda at Montreal, 605 pm
Milwaukee at Pholacelphia, 605 p.m
N.Y Mats at Atlanta, 610 pan
Colorado at San Diego. 8:05 pia.

Montreal
Fkonda

ea

Holland Tire Co.

r

Open Saturdays Until Noon

°tilt

• Food • Pool
• Darts
18 and up

Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN
•VIP Suites

FROM PAGE 8A
"But aside from the procedural
deficiencies, we're confident
there's no merit to their claim
that players should be paid during
a lockout," NBA attorney Jeffrey
Mishkin said.
CBS and Fox took a direct shot
at commissioner David Stern by
exploring different ventures with
locked-out players. The two networks were angered last month
when Stern expressed interest in
a new football league being developed by NBC and Turner Sports.
Promoters from around the
world have already contacted the
players association about the possibility of an exhibition tour.
Players under contract for next
season and beyond would likely
stay away from exhibition games..

a.m.

World Crass
Men's aub

MI NBA...
• Video Viewers• Harmonic Stress Relief

(901)247-3965

'Brake Service
.Transmission Service
•Cooling System Flush

Most Major Brands

Locally Owned
& Operated
507 S. 12th Five Points
log Cabin

(not fo

ragwort)

753-4462

• Massage• Body Shampoo • Hot Lotion
Be Pampered By The Hest

Call Today 759-9555
HRS: 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
304 Maple Si. • Downtown • Murray

18 Hole Golf Course
•Zoysia Tees
• Bermuda Fairways
• Bent Grass Greens

Sale Prices Good

42"x8' Picket
Panel French
Gothic Fence

Driveway
Sealer

PAR 71

Thur 7(7/98

Treated
Lattice

$5

99

• Remodeled Club House and ProShop •
• Newly-Paved Cart Paths, Road
and Parking Lot.

Call Today For A Tee Time!

FUTURES
GOLF CLUB

759-1529

Professional Lubrication for
your car, truck motor home

1, 12MID

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

•6533 yds - Blue Tees
•6148 yds - White Tees
•5184 yds - Red Tees

Haytwo

deny
ty on

•MSU coaches...

Nate Perm Insurance Companies
Homo Offices Bloomington, Illinois
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runs in the eighth.
Se- th Greisinger (1-3) held
Marlins 5, Orioles 3
Pittsburgh to five hits in eight inLevan Hernandez won his
nings for his first major league
fourth straight decision as Florida
victory.
handed host Baltimore its eighth
The host Pirates were in danstraight loss.
ger of being shut out for the third
Florida scored two runs in the
time in four games until scoring'
first inning without a hit and
in the eighth on Doug Strange's
never trailed en route 'to its ninth
sacrifice fly. - Bobby Higginson
win in 13 ganies. Hernandez
had a two-run double in a three(7-4) gave up three runs and 10
run fifth for Detroit.
hits -in 7 2-3 Innings. --Red SOX --6, Expos 1 "
- Indians 5, BreWers 2
At Boston, Bret Saberhagen
All-Stars Jim Thome and Omar
pitched seven innings of three-hit
Vizquel each drove in two runs
ball and Nomar Garciaparra extended his hitting streak to 22 and Kenny Lofton had three hits
as Cleveland snapped a threegames. for the Red Sox..
game losing streak by winning at
Saberhagen 00-5) retired the
Milwaukee.
first 10 batters and hid still faced
Lofton added a season-high
the minimum before. Shane Anthree steals -and scored twice for
drews homered ith one out in
the Indians. Dive Burba (10-5).
the sixth. That was the only run
allowed two runs and four hits in
allowed by the two-time Cy
Young Award winner, who struck 6 2-3 innings, and Mike Jackson
pitched the ninth for his 18th
out five and walked none.
save.
Twins 2, Reds 1
Royals 6, Cardinals 4
Brad Radke, Minnesota's lone
Belcher won for the fifth
Tim
representative,
got
his
All-Star
time in six decisions, and Jeff
ninth win as the Twins halted
Conine and Dean Palmer each
Cincinnati's five-game winning
had three RBIs as host Kansas
streak.
City won for the eighth time in
Radke (9-6) allowed nine hits
Coast Conference) and Big Ten
10 games.
FROM PAGE 8A
and struck out four in six innings
_type .players," Anderson said, aftLi being -named-to his-first -AilMafk- McGwire, who—hit -his"That's my mission. We may Star team earlier in the day. Rick
major league-leading 37th homer
Basketball Coaches' Association
miss on a few, but if we land
the previous night, went 0-for-3
Aguilera pitched a perfect bottom
Junior Camp), Terre Haute, Inr some of them we can be in the
with a walk and two strikeouts
ninth for his 17th save.
of
the
(Blue Star Camp), Columbia, Ky. upper echelon in our conference
for St. Louis. The -Cardinals have
Braves 6, Devil Rays 5
(Bluegrass Showcase at Lindsey and our division."
lost seven of eight.
Chipper Jones' second homer
Wilson College), St. Paul, Minn.
Fields, meanwhile, is sometwo-run,
twoof
the
game
—
a
(Great American Shootout) and
what shorthanded for5 the recruit. __Lout Attu off Roberto Hernandez
-Cubs 6, Diamondbacks 4
'Jackson, Tenn. (Rare Finds camp
seasotras an assisnt
assistant -is'—
yet
ninth
inning
—
lifted
Atin
the
at Jackson State Community to be named to replace Lori Opp,
Chicago rookie Kerry Wood,
lanta to victory at Tampa Bay.
College).
who resigned in the spring.
left off the NL All-Star team,
pitch
over
the
Jones
lined
a
1-1
Anderson will hit the recruiting
"With just Rob Cross and me
struck out 13 in eight innings and
Walt Weiss
trail, with a new staff in Bob it's tough; there's just the two of right-field wall after
improved his home record to 6-0.
who
Hernandez
(0-3),
singled
off
ESICeNW; Bill Hodges and Chris
us while most of the other
Wood (8-3) gave up two runs
was trying to protect a 5-4 lead
Woolard.
schools will have a full staff at the Devil Rays took with two
and three hits.
"We're new as a staff but the camps," he said. "Three can
we're very experienced individu- ob.iously cover more area than
or
i=6,40,0
r/0/1/44
MP
ally," he said. "I think all of my two and we'll have to double up, 14r77, ,• ...V. PIllar
.Vnsn II ari..3.1114.
^ees.e.s%WM
I.
't1TPJ
assistants will do an outstanding
but we're surviving. It will be a
job of identifying talent. Our chc- lot nicer when we get that other
mine), is grearand-we know--eaetr—as-Sistant, though.
East Main • 753-5606
others' strengths and weaknesses.
"I'm hoping something will
"The main difference between
happen on that really. quick; from
now and recruiting for coach the applications I've gotten,
(Mark) Gottfried is that I'll be-rewe've got a great pool of coaches
General • Monarch
cruiting my own players now," interested in the position," Fields .1:34
• Firestone
Laramie
MICHELIN
Anderson added. "Even though
added. "1 hope within the next 4.7;
14CAUSI SO 101.K1.1
BF Goodrich
OSA
the players I, want and the players two-week period we can have
+
,••...Ft
I •IIII0r81/
Mark wanted are basically the someone in the—offiCe—a-lici—g5ing firrpl,
1E14(0
same, -there are some that t at it:"
thought might have fit in that he
didn't. I'm in a position now that
I can take a player who I think
Mon.-Tues. Boots-N-Bikinis All Country!
has what it takes to take us to the
next level."
Wed. Wet T-Shirt Contest
Anderson said the Racer staff
Cash Prizes
will attend—camps and- tournaments in Indianapolis (Nike
camp), Teaneck, N.J. (ABCD
B.Y.O.B.
Adidas Camp), Augusta, Ga.
(Nike Peach Jam), Las Vegas
til 12
(Adidas Big Time Tournament),
Orlando (17-under AAU Tourna7,000 sq. ft.ment), Chicago (World- Youth
35 Entertainers
Festival) and Tulsa, Okla. (MulFull Bar Set-Ups
lins All-Star Camp, for junior
World Class
college players).
Sound and Light
• "My goal since I came here is
to recruit players who are (SouthSystem
eastern Conference), (Atlantic
biggest offensive day of the
season.
The Blue Jays, who won for
In Ate only non-interleague
the eighth time in 10 games,
game, the Chicago Cubs beat Arscored their most runs since beatizona 6-4 in the NL.
ing Milwaukee 15-7 on July 13,
Mariners 9, Rockies 5
1996. Edgardo Alfonzo .homered
Ken Griffey Jr. hit his ALleading'34th home run and David. twice for the visiting Wis.
Padres 8, Athletics 4
Segui,---left off the AL All-Star Greg Vaughn hit his 28th
team earlier in the day, hit two
homer, a COntrOVerSial- lbrr.c-ruu
homers for Seattle.
Griffey went 4-for-5 with three
shot, and Kevin Brown got his
10th win for San Diego at
doubles, giving him a major
league-leading 56 extra-base hits. Oakland.
Vaughn, named an NL All-Star
Segui hit a solo shot in the third
reserve before the game; got creand a two-run homer in the fifth.
Edgar Martinez also homered for
dit for his fourth-inning homer
the host Mariners, who lead the
after an appeal- to the-amp-4*i —
majors with 133 homers even
who first ruled the -ball hit the
though they're in last place in Ole
center-field wall and_Was in play.
AL West.
The Padres argued that the ball
Blue Jays 15, Mets 10
bounced off a Camera booth beyAlex Gonzalez hit a three-run
ond the wall, and the umpires
homer in an eight-run eighth ineventually agreed.
ning for Toronte, which had its
Tigers 9, Pirates 1
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901-247-3264
1120 .Country Club Rd. • Puryear, TN 38251
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8 ft.
Landscape
Timbers

Quikrete
Concrete
Mix

4s

Weyerhaeuser
White D-4
Vinyl Siding

$2"earl

,

MYERS umber Co.
500 South -11h St. • Murray • 75-6130 • Mon.-Fri. 7-5; Sat. 8-12

$1*

Summer $avings $ale
Till July 3rd, 1998
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Roll call...fifty-five years later.
When 26 members of the Murray
High School graduating class of
1942 met last fall for their 55th
anniversary,they learned that the 46
member class had dwindled to 33.
due to 13 deaths. The class had been
composed of 24 males and 22
females.
From a brief questionnaire, they
also found out other things about
their classmates who attended the
reuniOn. Of the 33 living members,
more than half (18) now reside in
Calloway County and five more in
Kentucky.The rest live in nine other
states, three from Texas and three
from California
The attendees included a broad
range of professions prior to retirement. They included education,
banking, engineering and the ministry. Nearly one-fourth (23%) went
into education, including four college professors and/or administrators and two in other levels of
teaching.
Of the 26 members present, 22
had 66 children. Tom and Hilda
Fenton, both members of the class,
had the most(9)as well as the most
grandchildren (23).

1998 Toyota Camry LE
_... if
•
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MHS World War II class holds reunion

-

'750' Rebate
or Rates As Low As 2.4% APR
1998 Toyota Corolla LE
Stock # 98088

,
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,

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

.......
----
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Eighty percent(21)attended college after graduating. Five did not
attend college. Three attended four
different schools. Sixteen (61%)of
the group received college degrees.
Five of that group had thi-tx degrees,
and five had two degrees
Since graduating, the members
averaged living in six different
homes in three different states. The
graduate having lived in the most
homes reported 15. Two class members had lived in seven different
states, two more had lived in six.
Three class members were the
most widely traveled in countries
oustide the United States. The most
reported was 45, while one reported
25 and two reported 20. The group
as a whole averaged visiting more
than seven countries.
Of the 17 serving in the military,
six reported at least four years of
active duty and 10 reported three
years of service. One reported staying in the service as a reservist and
retiring with 36 years of duty.
Only 19 of the 26 indicated the
number of different jobs they had
held during their work career. The
average for those reporting was four
and one-half jobs. One person had

Specializing in Dean
and General Tires

_
36 Mo. Lease/
$198N/Mo.
AIIMIs.

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

762-0000
401 N. 4th St.
Owner - Ronnie Melvin

$500.00 + 0 Security Deposit + $198.00 1st Mo. Payment =
$698.00 Total Due at Lease Signing.
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INSURANCE

1998 Toyota Tacoma
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Stock # 98121
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The Freedom Fest Passport program is in full swing now during
Freedom Fest '98!
"Thanks to the donations of some
wonderful prizes from several area
businesses, the incentive is there for
people to participate in almost all of
the exciting Freedom Fest activities," said Holly Cherry, Freedom
Fest assistant
Eric Noah-Wilson, owner of Far
Lands Travel, is enthusiastic about
the passport program. "Far Lands
Travel is pleased to be able to offer a
four-day, three-night trip to Cancun, Mexico as the Grand Prize for

.
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1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
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3,_500 Off
Sticker
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stamps.

All other prizes require seven out
of 20 stamps. Included in this lineup are t-shirts and ball caps donated
by Twilight Cabaret, two family
season pool passes donated by the
Murray-Calloway Co. Parks and
Recreation Department, a onemonth membership at the Murray
Family YMCA, dinner for two at
Patti's Restaurant in Grand Rivers, a
$25 gift certificate redeemable at
Brass Lantern in Aurora, and two
pairs of Hot August Blues tickets
donated by Kenlake State Park.
More prizes are being added daily.
"Freedom Fest staff and board
members will be set up at each
Freedom Fest event to stamp passports. To get your passport stamped
for the Hazel Antique Dealer's
Choice Sale, you must go to Collectible Treasures at 302 4th St. in
Hazel. Directions to Collectible
Treasures are available at the Murray Tourism Commission office,"
said Gargus.
The drawing for the passport
program prizes will take place on
Saturday night at the Music With a
Bang!/Fireworks program at Roy
Stewart Stadium. Following the
community band and chorale's performance will be the drawing for all
prizes. Those wishing to participate
must be present to win.
For more information about the
passport program, call the Murray
Tourism Commission, Freedom
Fest Headquarters, at 502-7592199.

MAUS HMIS
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Oldsmobile
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this program. I'm excited about
contributing to Freedom Fest in this
way," he said.
One must get his/her passport
stamped or punched at 15 out of 20
events to be eligible for this prize.
The second prize will be a Tyco
Princess Di Beanie Baby gift package donated by Murray State University's 75th Anniversary Committee. This gift requires 10 out of 20

Volunteer!

("Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company.")

CHEVROLET

camel a veteran's monument on the
lawn of the now Murray Middle
School. The project was wearheaded by Jean Crawford, Mayfield, a class member.
No doubt they were better
traveled than previous classes due to
the war, definitely to countries
outside the United States. It was
typical of a high percentage of men
who served in the military during
war years. It was an extremely lucky
class in the number of casualties,
one, in the war.
They weren't the most productive
in the average number of children
(2.5) and grandchildren (4.9). They
were well educated with an average
of 1.2 college degrees.
It was a working graduating class
holding down a total of 86 jobs for
an average of 3.3 per graduate. They
stayed in the work force for more
than forty years of the 55 years since
graduating.
Probably more left Murray after
graduating in 1942 than previous
Murray High School classes since it
was the first graduating class after
the start of the World War II in
December 1941 and nearly all of the
males went into the service.
From the standpoint of professions after graduating, one group,
educators, was the largest. Other
professions represented included
nursing, automobile dealer, construction manager, aerospace engineer, automobile repair manager,
railroad worker,secretary, minister,
construction engineer/bank president, major league baseball consultant and real estate broker.
And,that's the status from the roll
call of Murray High School's 1942
graduating class.
(This article concerning the reunion was submitted by Billy I. Ross,
Box 172, Alto, NM 88312).
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20 different jobs and two others
eight, Two reported only one job
during their careers and five others
had two.
All together, the class members
worked 1,054 years since graduating, an average of 40.6 years in the
work force. Seven worked 55 years,
which would be continual since
1942. Two others reported 54 years.
Only 18 reported the number Of
cars they had owned after graduating. Together they had bought 185
cars for an average of slightly more
than 10 cars throughout the 55
years...a new car every five years.
When asked how many years
each person had lived in Murray
since 1942, the members responded
with a total of 573 years for an
average of 22 years. Only five had
lived their entire 55 years in Murray. Six have never lived in Murray
since graduating.
The reverse question of how
many years away from Murray
totaled 755 years for an average of
29 years per graduate. Twelve indicated they had been gone from
Murray for 50 to 55 years. Many
indicated they had returned to Murray after retiring in another part of
the country.
Of the 13 who traveled to the
reunion from outside of Murray, the
total number of miles was 10,235,
an average of 787 miles. Two came
from California, a distance of 2,500
miles, two others traveled 2,000.
What can you summarize about
the high school class of 1942? Fora
graduating class during a war,it was
probably a typical class.
Nearly all of the male members of
the 1942 class served in the Armed
Forces. One member, Lt. Eddie
Roberts, Jr., was lost during the
War. At the 50th class reunion in
1992, the members attending dedi-
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Hot Deals at Peppers
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WKMS offers special holiday programs
The Fourth of July falls on a
Saturday this year and 91.3 WKMS
will be packed with over 20 hours of
programming
holiday
special
throughout the weekend, concluding with a spectacular concert recorded live at the base of the
Washington Monurneni
Beginning Friday, Morning Edition will kick off Independence Day
weekend in style with their traditional reading of the Declaration of
Independence by NPR corespondents and personalities including
Bob Edwards, Nina Totenberg, Cokie Roberts and others.
Morning Classics host Margaret
Hunt continues the celebration at 9
a.m. with a program of "All American Classics." Included will be
Piano Concerto if F by George
Gershwin, Symphonic Suite from
Leonard Bernstein's "Fancy Free,"
"The Tender Land" by Aaron Copland, plus works by Barber, Joplin,
Still and more.
At noon will be Steve Allen's
Great American Songwriters, an

hour-long special celebrating some
of the best music from classic
and
songwriters
American
performers.
In addition to his trademark piano
"noodling" and witty commentary
about uniquely American songs,the
program will also feature performances by Frank Sinatra, George
Shearing and Ella Fitzgerald.
Other special holiday programming includes:
• The Great American Brass
Band Festival at 1 p.m., Friday.
Recorded during the exciting annual event in Danville, this year's
theme is "Ragtime to Tubas."
• The July 4th Radio Spectacular with Erich Kunzel and the
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra at 7
p.m., Friday.
Famed pops conductor Kunzel
will celebrate with seletions that
ring out America including compositions by Grofe,Copland,Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, and of course,
Sousa.
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The Murray High School Dance Team won honors at a Universal Dance
Association (UDA)camp at Rhodes College In Memphis, earning a superior
trophy, 18 superior ribbons,four excellent ribbons and a spirit stick. Pictured
are: Keisha Damen, Jill Agular, Gretchen Klaus, Kori Tabers, Brooke Brittain,
Katherine Boyd and Meg Farrell.

• The 20th Annual Playboy Jazz
Festival- Ten hours of the best
performances from one of our country's most eagerly anticipated annual music events, hosted by Bill
Cosby.
Beginning at 9 p.m., youll hear
Grammy award winner Al Jarrreau
and renowned trumpeter-composer
and Lincoln Center Jazz director
Wynton Marsalis as well as King
Sunny Ade's African Beats and
Cuban trumpeter Arturo Sandoval
playing with the Hot House Tour
Big Band.
The second installment, to be
broadcast Saturday,from 7 p.m. to 1
a.m., features Sheila E and E-train,
The Louie Benson Big Band,
Fourplay,Little Feat and Pete Fountain and his New Orleans Jazz Band.
• The Musk From the Front
Porch Fourth of July Picnic at 9
a.m. Saturday.
Grady Kirkpatrick and the Front
Porch crew bring you the best in
All-American Folk and Bluegrass.
They'll be talking barbecue and
comparing notes on musicians and
festivities that make the Fourth fun.
• Bluegrass on the Court
Square at noon, Saturday.
Recorded live at the annual event
in Benton, the program features the
tight harmonies of Blue Highway,
and the innovative stylings of Cnicial Smith,as well as the solid sound
of Josh Williams and High Gear.
• The American Routes Fourth
of July Special at 2 p.m., Saturday.
Host Nick Spitzer takes you on
the musical highways of America
with a melting pot of Jazz, Blues,
Cajun and Country.
- APrairie Home Carhpan ion at
•
5 p.m., Saturday.
Live from Kansas City, Mo., host
Garrison Keillor has music of
America's heartland from singer Iris
Dement and R&B singer and piano
player Kelly Hunt,as well as humor
from Calvin Trillin. Of course, the
program includes all the latest news
from Lake Wobegon.
• America's Fiddler! Mark
O'Connor and Friends Live at the
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Library of Congress Playing the
List Price.
$40,764.00
Fiddle, Waving the Flag at 10 a.m.
Peppers Disc
_
— 5,209.00
Sunday.
America's favorite fiddler celebrates the nation in the capital city.
Your Price
The concert, recorded in one of the
country's finest acoustic environments presents the master fiddler in
the company of five good friends
from Nashville playing music from
Stock #98390
his score from the PBS special
The
"Liberty!
American
0
Revolution."
O'Connor also is featured in the
.
world premiere performance of his
- -1
"Fiddle Sonata," which is a 1998
Library of Congress commission.
• Voices of the West-Fourth of
List Price
$28,570.00
July at 5 p.m., Sunday.
Host Hal Cannon offers an en— 3,594.00
Peppers Disc. & Rebate
gaging and innovative approach to
the holidays as he explores the
Your Price
Grand Canyon. Venturing beyond
tourist
Cannon
attractions,
the usual
talks with the people who work
there.
Included will be an interview
Stock #98441
with two mule train leaders, family
cbrow
recipes from a lodge on the north
Automatic
wheet5
rim of the canyon, and an audio trip
down a portion of the rushing
Colorado River.
ciotb
• Fourthbf July: The Indepeninter/or
i
Conditionin
dence Day Concert at 6 p.m.,
A
Sunday.
$17,787.0 i
ist Price
A remarkable concert that celebrates the variety of music that has
— 1,830.00
Peppers Disc.
been made in America.
The concert features Chicago
$
blues queen Koko Taylor, New
.
Your Price '`..'5r %.
York's sizzling salsa sensation Jose
Alberto El Canario, Riverdance star
fiddler Eileen Ivers, Alabama's premier a cappella gospel quintet The
- Stock #98428
Birmingham Sunlights, Louisiana/
Due/
Texas piano performer Long Tall
Sb-ding
Eftended
Marcia Ball and other special
wheelbase
0001.
guests.
serWKMS is the public radion
1
vice of Murray State University
broadcasting to the four rivers area
and surrounding states. Programming includes National Public Ra$27,515.00
List Price
dio and regional news, classical
— 3,966.00
Peppers Disc. & Rebate
music, jazz, blues and folk and
bluegrass.
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$12,935.00

List Price

—2,019.00

Peppers Disc. & Rebate

Your Price $105916°°
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you get all of the service without all of the
work. All

you

need

1998 Chevrolet K3500
Stock #98502
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account. Plus ask about our great phone
deals. It's wireless service made easy.
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$26,652.28
— 3,310.05

List Price
Peppers Discount

NO ANNUAL CONTRACT
NO MONTHLY BILL

Your Price

Stock #98032

call
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For shop -at-home convenience
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1-800-758-0458
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or visit our website at www.gte.com
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WIRELESS
V
List Price
Peppers Disc. &

Wireless Center

Murray
40!„ 305
N 12Th Street
(502) 750-3301

s23534223

1998 Chevrolet Cavalier

NO DEPOSIT

GTE

GTE

Wireless Agent:

Murray
Twin Lakes Office Products
516 Main St
(502) 753-0123

S15,175.00
Rebate... . — 2,216.00

Your Price

'12991400

-Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."
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For business rates and information, call 1-800-897-3170.
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As we consider the history of our great nation this Independe o
Day, the opportunities and the freedom we enjoy. Let us alsg.
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This July 4th please help keep our highways clear of casualtie
• Appoint a designated driver
• Call a taxi for a friend or let them "sleep it off
• Report any suspicious driving to the highway patrol

• Don't drink and drive
• Give someone a ride home
• Don t let a friend drive drunk

Help Make This A Safe Holiday
For All Of Our Families

WAL*MART

HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL
SAVINGS BANK
Your Comrnunity Bank

Member
FDIC

7th & Main Street • Murray • 753-7921
Helen Foley, Vice President

Make the
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Independence Day
Weekend

=Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.

Murray, Ky.

(502)753-5273
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Smart Choice
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Just Don't Do It!

.4t, Cain's
VAIIM

CHRYSLER-PL YMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP-EAGLE
753-6448
Hwy. 641 N • Murray
Stuart Alexander

753-4703
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
1SSIFIIED Al) RA 1 - 1,‘,

lad Rue, 60% Dismal 3rd Run

$6.25 Celesta Inds, 40%

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

Dille011111
i Ada Mast Raw Woks., 6 Day Period.) '

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

52 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Ads

conaccuuve .
300 per word. $600 mammon 1st day 64 pa word pee day fur each addiktonal
ws
)52 010cau• tot i.rii
S2.00 eau'for Shappa(Tuna .Classifieds go into Shopping Gunk

Yard Sale Prices
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.

2x2 ad

70 wd. max
1 Insertion

$14.00

300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

Home Furnishings

1 Insertion

National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

A church of 1300 mem"CASH' Immediate $S to
structured settlements and bers in a growing universiNURSING HOME
Attention: Former occupants of 100
ty community seeks a fulldeferred insurance claims
INSURANCE
time director of junior & seWentworth
JG
Skyline Drive any personel property not
nior high youth, with addiAge 84.
888-231-5375
Thru
Available
or
removed by July 8 will be discarded
tional responsibilities in diLOANSEQUITY
HOME
comprehenmost
Our
become property of new residence.
Debt consolidation, 125°. recting a new Christian
sive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate
equity loans; single/double Life Center Prefer baccaor Custodial Care
wide with land OK. pay off laureate degree & experiWith Medicare s new
land contracts. Bankrupt- ence in youth related activguidelines for confineInvitation To Bid
cies, slow credit OK. Apply ities. Salary commensuNursing Home
ment,
Unit
er
Air
Condition
by phone. Black Diamond rate with experience &
HVAC
Insurance is more ellqualifications. Send ,eMortgage, 888-395-1115.
The Calloway County Board of Education is
portant than ever
sume to: Church SecretaDEBT
HOMEOWNERS!
accepting sealed bids for a HVAC Air Condiry, First United Methodist
For free
CONSOLIDATION,- Bortioner Unit for Calloway County Middle.
Church, 503 Maple St,
Information call:
_row
S25.00a,si
School. Bids will be accepted until 1:30-p.m.,
Nib rraj,ICY-42071 7 Too many bills'? Home imJuly 9, 1998. Specifications are on file at the
provements. Apply by AIR FORCE TRAININGBoard Office at 2110 College Farm Road,
Experience and education
phone/ 24 hotir approval
Murray, KY 42071. Any interested bidders
No equity required. Plati- can help you reach your
num Capital: 800-523- goals Find out more For
may obtain dtrpies at that location. Further
-free local claim seNicea free information package
5363, open 7 days.
information may be obtained by calling
call 800-423-USAF
The
118.
ext.
at
753-3033,
Brandon
Karen
YOUR NEED CASH FAST? MortBROADEN
AN unexpected resignacredit
for
good
loans
Calloway County Board of Education regage
WORLD- With Scandinavi24 hours/ 7 tion has opened a position
Call
bad
or
serves the right to reject any and/or all bids
Russian,
European,
an,
analysis. in: in our billing office. Appli
and waive any irregularities in bidding.
South American, AFi.an days Free
fast easy cations are being taken by
approval.
slant
high school exchange stumail only, and should be
Inc
NLC.
money
020
Bedents arriving August.
to: Dr. Jerry Edwards,
sent
52
888-324-48
Notice
come a volunteer host
Resources,
Physicians
family/ AISE. Call 800-SIB- NO DOWN PAYMENT?
PSC, 4007 Wiswell Rd,
LING
Problem credit'? Own the
ALTERATIONS
Murray, KY 42071. Ideally,
hcime you need now, withMurray Sewing Center. WWW SIBLING ORG
the person wilt possess
502-753-5323
GENE & Jos Flowers will out a big down payment. knowledge and expenence
if
be closed Saturday, July Complete financing
Ln the use of CPT and
BAKER'S Original Hot
4th & will reopen Monday, qualified DeGeorge Home ICD-9 coding and be skilTamales. Ph: 436-5832.
Alliance 800-343-2884.
July 13th at 8am
led in the interpretation of
Try them, they're great!
VETERANS- Home loans medical charts for billing
SRECIPIENT
MEDICARE
MACHINE Quilting. ReguAre you using a Nebulizer 100%. Purchase/ 90% refi- purposes. Interested perFREE Pregnancy Tests lar size, $31.50. Murray
Machine? Stop paying full nance. Up to S144.000 4 sons should provide a brief
Lifehouse 753-0700
Sewing Center. 753-5323.
price for Albuterol, Atro- low rates. Apply by phone resume, salary requirevent, etc. Solutions. Medi- 9am-6pm. Call Mortgage ments and references
care will pay for them. We Resources toll free,
888-222-8004
AT HOME WEEKENDS? bill Medicare for you and
ship directly to your door. WHEN THE BANK SAYS If not, you're working for
the wrong company' ADS
MED-A-SAVE.
NO- Call us, Special Morthas regional flatbed oppor800-538-9849.
gages, Purchase or refitunities in your area for
PEACHES & Nectarines
n.
consolidatio
'bill
nance,
drivers and 0/0 s Call toCopeland Orchards
little or no equity, all credit
day for 2-hour approval
12
502-623-83
Mayfield
NationMidwest
welcome.
Celebrating this week with all on sale
800-646-3438, ext 1007
Inc
Banc.
al Mortgage
PEACHES a NECTARINES
until January 1999
&
Dale Bremer Orchard of 888-548-8308. Toll free. ATTENDANTS Needed
on all home appliances & electronics
& part-time. Earn
Metropolis wil bring tree HUD License #72840over $399.00 with Sears charge.
ripened peaches and nec- 00002, HUD
License $500+ per week. No expetarines to Murray this 1998 #11501-00003.
Will
rience necessary
Hours 9 a.m.-6 p.m. • SUM 12 p.m.-5 p.m.
season Early Glo peach
• Bel-Air Center, Murray • 753-2310
train. Looking for certified
and Crimson Gold nectarnail technician & stylist
ines are now ripe for 1
Apply at: Murray Men's
week. Red Haven starts
approx. July 8. Newhaven FOUND. yellow Lab on Club Salon & Spa, 304
approx. July 10, Early Lor- King Richard Dr (South- Maple St, Murray.
ing peach approx. July 12.
759-9555.
west Murray) 759-0135
Summer Beaut nectarines
Our
10.
begin approx. July
" / Total Cleaning Service
r..t"4
Tht
20 varieties will be available for the next 60 days 111
739-4222
Labor Day. Will be selling
at 409 N 12th St on the va,_
'General Cleaning 'Carpet &
cant lot (formerly Vickers)
next to Pockets. Our
Upholstery
'Churches
schedule of days in Murray
is variable 'til Mid July.
(Pet Odor)
'Residential
Then our many varieties
will permit an expanded
'Commercial
'Stripping
schedule Hope to see you
this summer. Dale Bremer
& Waxing
'Bonded &
Orchard of Metropolis.
618-524-5783.
Floors
Insured

.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

4 Explore * *
*Main St. Murray 4(
on the Court Square
* July 4th, 1998.*

SEARS
Open All Day
Saturday, July 4th
0% financing

Howe. MCP13
77r-crvel

LOST
African Gray Parrot,
named Bedford, in the
vicinity of Murray
High School.

Owner - Beverly DeVries
own

BURIAL INSURANCE
73

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may quality for preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
MALE

50
55
60
890 65
age 70
Err

age
age

age 75

$9 8.4
$1224
$14 12
$20 64
$27 96
$37 76

FEMALE
$840

$1004
$12 48
$1476
$22 00
$3064

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 7534100
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1400-455-4199

VOLUNTEER FAMILIES
NEEDED- To host high
school exchange students
from Europe. Asia and
Americas..Girls. boys. Variety of interests, hobbies.
sports. Call Dena
800-473-0696
025
Personals
SWF- tall, auburn hair, late
40's, professiorial southern
lady seeking professional
gentleman to share the
good times Send response to PO Box 1040C, Murray, KY 42071

Call 753-1403.
Reward $100.
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Rnancial
BILL PROBLEMS'? 800408-0044 ext 1027. 9am9pm 7 days Debt consolidation loans and programs
available Bad credit OK.
No advance fees' Free
consultation. Non-Profit
Lower payments
HAVING trouble getting a
loan? Call
bank

1-800-289-0521

NOTICE!
!
NOTICE
process of

in the
updating our Classified
system. Please excuse any
differences in your ads.
We are

460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles
480 Auto Services
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

570 Wanted

Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

Card of Thanks

Card of Thanks

Aolt3Ptsi13,'SetsoN

Gods Promise

Financial

Notice

Deadline
Day & Time
r 11 a.m.
Frl. 3 p.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately SO corrections can be made

Antiques
Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling

020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances

010

Just Say "Charge It"

165
180

010 Legal Notice

160

CD

Publish Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday _
Saturday

Dorothy Puckett and all her
family would like to thank all our
friends,co-workers and acquaintances for the many expressions
of sympathy during our recent
loss of Dalton.
We want to thank all for the
beautiful flowers, lovely cards,
and kind words. Most of all to
have-you tell ofaltthe beairtiful
memories you have of Dalton.
We are sincerely grateful to
Wallace Smith for his comforting
words at the funeral. For Oneida
White's beautiful singing and
music.
We thank all of Dalton's
friends he worked with at Paradise Steam Plant TVA who came
to his funeral.
Our thanks to Milner & Orr
Funeral Home for their kind and
careful attention to the funeral
details.
We will never forget the tremendous outpouring of love
shown to us during our loss. We
loved him and miss him.

'The Famity Of

Korey Dan Chadwick
god didn't promise days without pain,
Laughter without sorrow, or sun
without rain, but God did promise
strength for the day, comfort for the
tears, and a fight for tfte way. And
for all who believe in Ms kingdom
----above. He answers their faith
with everlasting love.

Dorothy A. Puckett
and all our family

Help Wanted

Help Wanted
COMMUNITY Alternatives

1st American
Cash Advance
Is now hiring part time
personnel for our

location
Murray
Sales and collecbon
experience a plus but
will train the right individual
Apply In person
at Olympic Plaza
Mon.-Fri.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

AVERITT EXPRESS- Start
at up to 32c a mile based
on experience Straight
pay, no gimmicks. Top at
a mile is as little
35c
as 24 months. Home
weekly Terrific benefits.
Great opportunity, 800886-4753. EOE.
AVON
Woney, Money Money'
Build a thriving business
through Avon leadership
Management 1-888-6696820 Ind/s1s/rep
BLACK'S Decorating Center of Murray. KY is recruiting for experienced painters. $9 00 per hour to start
with opportunities for advancement and benefits.
Affordable group health insurance available Interpersons should
ested
leave voice mail message
by calling 502-759-8609
No walk-in applications accepted. Equal Opportunity
Employer.
BUSY physicians office in
need of a full-time file
clerk Send resumes to
PO Box 104Q-E, Murray.
KY 42071
DRIVER/ Dispatcher Requirements.CDL, Hazmat
& X -endorsement Call
753-0212

'Deana, tcky, & Keyshia C(taciwick
Danny & _Judy Cunningham
Dana, Whitney Watkins & Mark Prescott
Dents( & Brad King

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

060

060

Our family wants to tfrank each person who evressed their love and care
for us during our time of sorrow.
You will never know how much your
visits Friday afternoon after Korey's
accident meant to our family. Wethank God for bringing friends like
you into our fives and especially during our lass and allowing you to
share your loving words, comforting
hugs, phone calls, flowers, cards, visits
at the funeral home, but most of all
your prayers for peace and comfort
for each family member.

Kentucky, a progressive
company that provides services to people with mental
retardation/ developmental
disabilities, has the following positions available
Staffed Residence Provici,
ers, Leisure Trainers, Community Habilitation Instructors Applicants must have
a high school diploma/
GED, valid driver's license,
reliable transportation, and
must be willing to work
flexible hours Call
(502)527-2255 or send re
sumes to Ms Peeler, Corn
munity Alternatives, Kentucky, PO Box 39, Symso
nia, Kentucky 42082

E0E/M/F/DA1
DRIVER, OTR LEADER
IN THE INDUSTRY- Covenant Transport 800-441
4394 Experienced Driv
erstowner operators 800
338-6428 for graduate stu
dents Bud Meyer Truck
Lines Refrigerated Haul
ing Call toll tree 877-BUD
MEYER 877-283-6393 solo drivers & contractors
DRIVER- Driver trainees
needed' No experience
necessary, Trainee pay,
full benefits, home most
weekends Also hiring experienced drivers Inexperienced call 800-206-7364.
Experienced call 800-3360250 (eoe-m/f)
DRIVER- 0/0, it doesn t
get any better than this
OTR- got it Top pay- got
it Great hometime- got it
Call before it's too late A •
nold Transportation
800-846-4321
DRIVER- Stan up to 34c a
mile 85°. drop-n -hook
Conventional Freightliners
Weekly pay Regional runs
available Contractors ask
about 88c a mile' Heart
land Express
800-441-4953
ha,
EXPERIENCED
dresser wanted Send resume to PO Box 1606
Murray. KY 42071

Celebrity Freight Systems, Inc. is accepting
applications for an entry level staff accountant. Interested candidates must possess 2-4
year accounting degree and good communication skills, be self-motivated, and have
ability to meet strict deadlines. 40+ hrs/wk.
Benefits include 401(k) retirement & insurance. Send cover letter and resume to: Ann
Bongiolatti, Controller, P.O. Box 8405,
Paducah, KY 42002-8405. Email address:
an n bat)cbfs.com

4 JOB OPENINGS

Due to company promotions, 4 openings exist now for
persons in the local area
It selected, you will be given a minimum of 2 weeks'expense
paid classroom training + additional on the fob training
We provide complete company benefits, major medical,
dental & optional pension plan, second to none Your
starting income will be $25,000 to $35,000 per year. depending on ability and qualifications
All promotions based on merit not seniority. To be accepted, you need to be SPORTSMINDED with a pleasant
personality, ambitious a 12th grade education Or better.21
Or older and free to start work immediately Weareparlicularly interested in those with leadership ability who are
looking for a genuine career opportunity. Only inter-

ested parties need apply.
CALL TODAY 10 AM TO 6 PM 443-8000
ASK FOR LONNIE FORTNER

CUSTOMER SERVICE
ACCOUNT MANAGERS
Celebrity Freight Systems, Inc. is a growing,
dynamic carrier in the truckload industry,
located in Paducah,KY.We have a reputation
for excellence and pride ourselves on the
internal customer. Come grow with us.
Opportunities exist for persons who satisfy
the following criteria:
MUST have Transportation experience
• Possess analytical dexterity and prob-

lem solving abilities • Exhibit outstanding kommunication skills • Ability to
establish and maintain superior
customer service
If you strive to achieve career advancement
through hard work and determination please
forward your resume to:
Celebrity Freight Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 8405
Paducah, KY 42002-8405
Fax (502) 443-6741
E-mail: michele@cbfs.com
Web site: www.chfs.com
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June Special!

atildom

Wiggins will pay all sales tax
thrOugh the month of June.

Need Furniture? Bedding?

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lam.
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Deliver • 753-4566

4Z'/ALPINE
•bockfodfosqapr.
•

Tapes
CD's
IF" Pt CP AIL,I=0 /CP
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

Dixieland Center

753-0113

"STOP"
Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low. low, lowest rates in
town .for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.
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rCome & Discover!

• s'

1000 Blooming Varieties
Hardy Daylilies & llosta.

OPEN GARDENS . ..

Shade Seating • Refreahmenta
Photographers Welcome! Car TO111-9 Availahlis
Gift.Plant with purchase
Hours: 9-5 Tues. Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
(lowed Sun., Mon., Wed.

L
•

Bethel Gardens

94 Eaat 2 miles follnw signs • 752-2993
Ell
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For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Clarion

240

CHANCE to win a new
Ford F-150 XLT with use
of Mastercard of Visa on 8
gallon purchase of gas at
USA Food Mart at 9th &
Sycamore Now open until
lam Fridayt& Saturday
CNC LATHE- Time open
up to 48 inches in length,
short runs under 500
pieces Froedge Machine
& Supply Company, Inc
Phone 502-487-5891 or
8979 Fax 502-487-9479
Attn Tom
DEPENDABLE and experienced COL driver needed
for delivery . one day a
week and 1 overnight trip
per month Must be capable to help unload Apply
in person at Thornton Tile
& Marble, Me
DOLLIES
World Class Men's Club
now hiring entertainers
Earn $1,000 plus per
Managers. waitweek
resses & door persons
also needed Work for the
Call
around
best
(901)247-3965
DRIVERS AND OWNERNeeded
OPERATORSwith flatbed experience to
run the Southeast Home
weekends, terminal pay,
great benefit package Call
Welborn Transport 800828-6452 ext SCO2

NURSES Aide, PRN work
as needed on all shifts
Prefer experience but will
train Looking for mature
flexible person who would
enjoy working with elderly
Rewards & fullfilling work
in a pleasant atmosphere
Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr EOE

WILL do housekeeping
759-4981
WILL keep children in my
home State certification
pending More info call
489-2056
100

EXCELLENT PROFITSOWNER OPERATORS!. Log Home Wholesalers
Earn at least $12,400 Join proven 18 year Log
more per year' Pull less Manufacturer
16 Kilnweight 100°. drop/hook dried log styles starting
No dock Jockeys! No $12,190 Exclusive terntoforced dispatch power- ry Mr Buck ^ 800-321source
Transportation 5647 Old Timer Log
800-368-8789 www pow- Homes
ersourcetrans corn
MOM OF TWO STUMOWNER OPERATORSBLES ONTO- Recipe for
Are you tired of being daily mail order cash Retreated like a Mushroom? sults bring in $400 daily!
"Kept in the dark and fed Call for free book Toll free
bull every day Skipper 888-335-RICH
Transportation is seeking
120
experienced flatbed operaComputers
tors Skipper was founded
by independent operators
COMPUTER Repair. Inand treat independents as
stallation, Back-up Call
business partners, not Just
Justin Crosser, 759-8662.
800-456-7547
drivers
MULTI-MEDIA computer,
PART time veterinary as$600. 753-7050
sistant needed Send re140
sume to PO Box 1040 J,
Want to Buy
Murray, KY 42071
RECEPTIONIST with computer skills. Real estate
experience OK. Bring resume with expected wages to: Century 21 in University Square on 12th St.

CASH for G.I. Joe toys,
old or new. 753-7185
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call 7539433
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pisBenson Sporting
tols
Goods. 519 S 121h, Murray
WANTED. Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867

BUILDINGS A BEAUTIFUL CANDLESTEEL
LIGHT- Old Fashioned
SALE- 5.000 + sizes
40X60X14.
$8,335, Wedding Chapel overtook5141,667 ing river, Smoky Moun50X75X14
50X100X16.
$14,333, tains TN Horse-drawn
$16.293 carriage, cabins Jacuzzi,
50X100X16.
building,s, ordained ministers, no
Mini-storage
40X180, 36 units $18.1/5 tests Heartland 800-448Free brochures .v.vw sen- 8697 (VOWS) http !gsotinelbuildings corn Sentinel net corn/heart
Buildings. 800-327-0790,
ext 79
A DREAM BEGINNINGSTEEL BUILDINGS! Fac- Christian wedding's Pitory cancellations/ must geon
Forge
Wedding
liquidate 30'X40', 30 X80 , Chapel on Parkway, lust
40'X60'.45X80',50 X100 . before traffic light #1 cap60 X120. 80X175' 1 Rid- ture the moment' Photoging arena SSave thou- raphy and Videography
- sands! Financing/ delivery professionally done
available 800-490-8592
800-627-7943
ext s693
FOR A FREE HEALTH
PROM Dresses, Black CASSETTE TAPE- -Life
Without the Pain of Fibroyr/sequins, size 9/10. Teal
Call 800-968green wisequins & beads. myalgua
size 11/12. Both wom one 0874. 24 hour recorded
time only Call 753-0943 message
after 4.30pm.
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
TY. Beanie Babies for sale.
Ears. Quackers, Gracey &
more. Call 492-8566 after
5pm
THE GREEN DOOR
Sale! Sale! Sale!
Collectibles,
antique's,
books $1.00 & up. 60's
Columbia bike, tables,
dressers,
depression
glass, Avon, Hummel, etc.
etc. etc. Lots more! Open
Thur, ,Fri & Sat, 10am
6pm.
1-502-436-2929.
From Murray; 94E to 732
about 5 miles. turn right for
2.7 miles.

GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers, complete arrangements, honeymoon/
family cabins, breathtaking
views. Wedding arrangements 800-893-7274, vacation lodging, 800-6345814.
HILTON
HEAD
DISCOUNT RENTALS- 1-6
bedroom ocean villas and
homes on Hilton Head Island All with pools e• prices to please any budget
Free brochure,
800-445-8664

ilgipewor

sada

12X60. 1
hia, dish
disposal,
50;
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Lots For S.

1
1981
home a

A tremendous range of choices id city limits.
Country style trying for family or retired. You
will Jove to be on west side of town on 94 W

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487

1989 1,
2br. exc
For mon
492-829f

www.kantucky.hormia.com
E-mail: carolwood@man.com

1992 BE
16X80, 3
electric,
8X8 tior
deck &
cial
c
$20500

17?/8111
TiriErerillabErffthU ''''

(ABSOLUTE AU
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NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVATIONS!
Tuesday July 14th At 6:00 P. M.
Southwest Of Mayfield, Ky.
North Of Wingo, Ky.
The Pryorsburg Community
"On The Alexander Loop"
From Prycnzkrg -,b.e -voy 174e. ', kexer.oer Limp NOM Entrance

1995 16,
sale 759

1996 16;
Applianc
be movt
767-904(
message

4.1
11 4

In 15 Mini Tracts C. Combinations
TRACT SIZES OF

24X64 D
2 bath,
east 53
753-981;

2 Acres • 2.5 Acres • 3 Acres • 5 Acres
7 Acres • 10 Acres - 12 Acres
14 Acres • 25 Acres • 33 Acres
Bid On Any Individual Tract,
Combinations 01 Tracts, Or The Entire Property!!

FOR sal
Fleetwo<
wide, 3b
ances ir
9845 afti
FOR Sa
wide on
miles or
ray. $21,

Outstanding Small Acreage Homesites!
HUNTING & RECREATIONAL TRACTS
In The Country...Just Minutes From Town!! ,

A NATURE HAVEN III
Trapping, Scouting And More!!
GOOD STANDING TIMBER!!
Excellent Pines & Good Hardwoods
Timber Buyers Come Make Your Cruise!

DRIVERS WANTED.- Professional OTR (1 year ex- REPORTER
WANTED:
perience) T/T drivers. Only Full-time staff writer posiTHE AUCTION WILL BE HELD
At The St. Joseph Church Parish Center
the highly motivated, safe- tion available, degree rety oriented need apply. We quired, photography expe700 West Broadway. Mayfield
PANAMA CITY BEACH,
offer Big trucks- big hoods, rience a plus. Send reAt 6:00 P.M. - Be There!!
FL- Sandpiper- Beacon
big mileage, big bucks and sumes to: Mt. Sterling Ad15%DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!
Beach Resort, from $69
more! For more info on our vocate, 40 S. Bank Street,
(some restrictions apply).
48 state operation, Call: Mt. Sterling, KY 40353
WOLFF TANNING BEDS- Lazy river ride. 850'
Elite Express at
Banker WANTED Used sliding Tan at home. Buy direct beachfront, 3 pools (i inCOLDWELL
C00-441-4318.
4CTINEER & REAL ESTATE BRCKER
call
Woods and Associates is , glass doors Please
and save! Commercial,' door), hot tub, suites up to
FANCY
FARM,KY- 502-623-8466
Agents
need436-5839
expanding
DRIVERS- Earn 5745 a
home units from $199. 10filpeople. 800-448-8828.
THE SELLING MACHINE
week- No expeiieme? No ed,. training_ava!lahlp 7 3- -COtt'CTIBtES &AT1tt tow monthly Trayrrrents -www-sancfprperbeacon co
problem! C.D.L.: training 1651
CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE
ques We buy 1 or whole Free color catalog Call to- m
provided, no contract re- UNIQUE opportunity for estates Call 753-3633
day 800.842-1310
quired! Our Kentucky ter- single Christian woman as
160
minals need trainees and personal aide,' Legislative
150
Home Furnishings
Articles,
experienced teams and aide for disabled State
For Sale
Representative Kathy Hosingles right now!
42X58 MAPLE dining
gancamp. Good driving
800-616-5055.
room table and 6 highback
19Super
SONY
color
tv.
experience a must. No
DRIVERSNationally
chairs. Like new $200.
smokers. References re- Nintendo + Mario Kart.
Known Carriers are offer753-0814.
quired. Room & board plus GameBoy & 3 games. Aning free truck driver trainsalary_ Weekends off. Call tique wrought iron baby COUCH and chair set.
Sat., July 18th, 1998 • 10 a.m.
ing, with no contracts & no
Joy at 442-3981 (H) or bed, hospital size Wood- S100 Wooden couch, $50.
gimmicks For more details
en quilt rack. Fabric. Mir- Entertainment center, $15.
At the home of Mr.& Mrs.Bill Dodson. Mr.& Mrs. Dodson are
443-0345 (W).
call 800-865-7284
rors. 502-753-5677
moving to Murray because of health reasons. From Murray,
$15
Papasan
chair,
URGENT, AIRCRAFT MEDRIVERS- OTR Dry Box)
Ky.
take Hwy. 121 North to Hwy. 1836 South less than 1 mile.
Call
CHANICS!- PDS Aviation 1985 PORTABLE pipeline Dresser new, $65.
Flatbed Cardinal Freight
From Mayfield take 121 South through Coldwater,turn south
759-0571.
is now offering top pay for Lincoln welder 753-0838
Carriers. Drivers needed
onto 1836. Follow to auction. Watch for auction signs.
maintenance
contracts 212 TON h&c unit, $400. LIKE new pink recliner.
immediately! Great home$100 firm. 753-4091.
worldwide. All positions of- 489-2056
time! Top pay Insurance!
fer longevity arid safety
SECTIONAL couch, off
Optical/ Dental' 401K! AsA&Ps. Sheetme- 500 GALLON propane gas white & dark blue leather
signed trucks, go home! bonuses.
Call 800-657-0997 tank. Black lacquer bed- recliner 759-3366
Also contractig 0/0's. 800- tal, etc.
room suit. 753-4487.
now!
346-1542 Joe, CDL-A:
180
ASHLEY fireplace insert
HazMat required.
WENDY'S in Murray is
Lawn & Garden
489-2272
DRIVERS- Over
The now hiring daytime help
DISHWASHER. 30" white
Road, 35 stales. Flat with only. Must be able to work
ALMO COUNTRY STORE
electric range, range hood.
in
perweekends.
Apply
sides, late model convenConcrete lawn ornaments,
kitchen faucet, stainless
tionals. 3 years experi- son, ask for a manager_
water garden plants and
steel sink, toilet, bathroom
This nice 3 bedroom brick house - 2 baths - large family room - large
ence. Start .30c-.33c a
WENDY'S
Perinnials,
accessories
sink, storm .door, upright
living room & dining room - nice eat-in kitchen - large utility room mile + benefits. Call 800MANAGEMENT
shrubs, trees Angels &
large attached garage - storm doors & windows - central heat & air 444-6648 S1,250 sign-on Wendv's has openings for freezer. 759-4648.
cherubs in our gift shop
paved drive - outside storage. The house has a total of 2,350 sq. ft.,
bonus
experienced management FLOATING DOCKS (facto- 753-1934
approx. 1,800 living space,setting on 3.56 acres ofland. You must see
DRIVERS- Teams & So- personnel for the Murray, ry direct)- 3'X4' floats, SABRE lawn mower by
, galvanized
this house to appreciate its like new condition. A short drive from
los. 3 months + school KY area. We offer an ex- heavy dut,
John Deere. 15hp 46" cut.
Murray, Ky.
min. Exp. drop & hook no cellent compensation and hardware, easy to build
$1,600
only used 3 times.
Terms:
10% down day ofsale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
touch freight, assigned benefits package Reply Free illustrated 28 page obo.
759-5341 or
convention. Freightliners. to. Randy Heathcott, Area plan book Call now, save 759-0225.
For
more information or to see this fine house call
.
excellen1 pay & miles, in- Supervisor. PH: (502)245- 500 Toll free
877-752-9782
SMALL engine repair Call
6623. FAX: (502)623credible benefits &
FRESH Catfish, live or 753 0260
miles. miles. Celadon 6847 EOE.
dressed. 753-5693. Fred
Trucking 800-729-9770
070
Gardner.
190
12th & Sycamore, Murray, Ky. 753-4444
DRIVERS- Tired of making
Otimestic&
• Farm Equipment
amplifier,
LAPGE
bass
a career out of switching
Childcare
and ask for Jim Dodson
Peavey, $250 Peach love
jobs'
) Don't look any furno MASSEY Ferguson
ther. call Arctic Express for COUPLE with child de- seat good condition, $75
combine for sale. Both
753-2084
pay up to 40c per mile, sires live-in position caring
headers, extra parts Field
great benefits, and equip- for elderly person/ couple. 2 MATCHING mountain
ready. Please call after
14yrs
experience.
Please
ment. Talk to Dave or Lisa
bikes & brand new Pana- .
6am or before 7pm
call 753-8580.
at 800-927-0431 EOE.
sonic camcorder.
753-9594.
753-6,348, after 3pm
DRIVERS/ OTR
DO you have a loved one
200
demand
have
customer
care?
I
Due to
who needs
MOWERS, money back
Sports Equipment
Jolliff Transportation is over 10 years experience guarantee 753-8292
now hiring teams/ singles (and excellent references)
LEER topper, red, for mid- LOCAL hunting club needs
Plenty of miles Earn taking care of the sick &
52,300 bonuses 1st year elderly Please call me if
size truck Excellent condi- 2 or 3 members We have
Don t miss out on a great you need help, ask for
tion Call 474-8340after 1400 acres leased from
opportunity. Call 800-873- Brenda. 753-2637
5pm
Westvaco in Southeastern
the Old Indian Village
5653 Mon 8am- Sat Noon
Calloway Co We have exwest
of
Paris, TN on Hwy. 79 in the Mouton. TN
4
miles
cellent deer, turkey &
FIREFIGTERS- Trainee
community
small game hunting for the
program. Limited openentire -family for $325/yr.
Saturday, July 11, 1998 - 9:00 a.m.
ings. Must pass physical.
Call Todd at 759-1880 or
school
diReal Estate Offered At 12:00 Noon
high
with
17-34
753-2315 after 5pm if
successful & enjoyable careers, Raymond &
several
ploma Excellent pay and
After
you're interested
Venetta Frazier have decided to sell their unique real estate &
benefits. Paid training and
relocation expenses. Call
contents of 3 large buildings. The Fraziers have satisfied
220
800-284-6289.
customers all over our great country & invite everyone to attend
Musical
this auction - where good deals & friendly service remain the
FRIENDLY TOY & GIFTSorder of the day.
Has openings for party
PIANO for sale 753-9248
demonstrators & managThis 13+ acres is a Henry County landmark. It features, in
SPINET/ CONSOLE
addition to the 2 log structures,a 12'x60'mobik hoine. Right of
ers' Home decor, gifts.
With and Without Tassles
PIANO
Small, monthly
way has been acquired for the Hwy. 79 bypass. The new
toys, Christmas, Earn
payments Will finance
recognition.
tips,
cash,
highway construction plans place this property in an ideal spot
with approved credit. See
with a 4 lane road OR the south side - old Hwy. 79 on the north
Free catalog, information.
locally. 800-635-7611
800-488-4875
side and a connecting road on the east boundary. It's location,
240
location, location and it's for sale.
HELP wanted for part time
Miscellaneous
Breaktime
Bilposition at
A small list of the 1000's of items to be sold include: New tools,
liards, Hwy 94 E Apply in
old tools, electric-hand-small & large tools, glassware, native
WEEKLY5300-$1,000
person 753-9303
Bright Vibrant Colors
American items, antiques galore, dinner bells, ironware, showMailing coupons for naand Elegant Pastels
KIRKSEY'S Alamo Cafe
cases,
old musical instruments, furniture, old toys, prints &
tional companies. Send
frames, old appliances, radios, books, clocks. advertising items.
now accepting applications
S.A.S.E. to: Multi-Coufor experienced full time
cabinets, bins & boxes,knives, boat & trailer,car hauler,iron bed.
100% Worsted Wool
pons, 6045 W. Chandler
night cook For appointmany items of oak furniture. If you like collecting you'll love this
Blvd , Ste. K6-242, ChanArea Rugs
6x9
ment call 489-6132
auction. Come early & be prepared to stay.
85226.
kristen
dler, AZ
MEDICAL BILLING
Winch 606-222-8662
Terms on Real Estate - 20% down day of sale - balance at
Nationwide
company
clof.Ing within 30 days.
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL/
seeking Niers Will train.
Terms on Personal Property - complete settlement day of sale.
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
PC required Call
Gatlinburg's
WEDDING800-624-1478
original (since 1980) PhoPhone 901-498-6299
NOW accepting applicaW. Dan Farris CAI & Richard Farris • Auctioneers Mn R. Dodd-Broker
tography. music, flowers.
Fax 901-498-6297
tions for a managers posi(502)492-8796
Hazel, KY
P.O. Box 149
limos, paint suites, firetion at Coastal Marl SalHwy. 641 North • Puryear, TN
TFN 2121
TLN 2431
places Love walk brick
ary, commission, other
cOld Paschall Pnwerhi
y of male take precedence ova, all prim ek
N at lespoessbie in..< Wants Annuanaarnenoi
800-346-2779.
Inman&
benefits 717 S 12th St,
.V•f .4 •• Deal Make. •
.1 F?. /14;ii
http //www gatrinburgchaMurray
•

MOBILE
5°, do
equity k
kit Lanc
Repo
loans (
cal, 80
554 871

1985
14x70
microwa
753-986

JAMES R. CASH

RC1

280

2BR in I'

2BR tra
erences
9866
2BR 75

Real Estate Auction

VERY
water &
nished
mile pa!
753-207

Real Estate & Personal Property

Charbroiled

Ilickor Smoked

amity
1 lb BBQ
Burgers
Pk g Buns
l'tit)S
Pty Cat Si..
Pond Raised
Tender-1(1in Pk& Pot SSW
Catfish
&10.99 F-,,
BB()

Lunch Specials II a.m.-2 p.m.

...
* TWO DAYS ,
ONLY
Friday, July 3rd &
Saturday, July 4th
3/4" Pre Finished Hardwood
#1 Common & Better
(May be lowest price in U.S.)
(Subject to stock)

per sq. It.
12"x12" Ceramic Tile
Any metallic finish in stock
Compare anywhere

.89 per sq. It.
First Quality Vinyl 10 mil.
4 colors

.77' per sq. ft.
PERGO Original Laminate
(Accept no substitute)
15 yr. wear. stain & fade warranty
(Beats the Best)
$399

per sq. ft.

Trustmark Carpet with
Monsanto Satin Resistance
Textured -- 1st Quality
(No one comes close)

•66c per sq. It.
Every Area Rug Super Reduced
Reg. up to $100.00

-

Reg. up to $300.00 Reg. up to $600.00 Any Rug over $600.00-

25% Off
30% Off
35% oil
45% Off

TWO DAYS ONLY
Absolutely Ends 4:30 p.m.
7/4/98
A Bang Up 4th Of July
Puryear, TN Location

Sale

Only

1/2 mi. S. of Hazel/4 mi. N. of
Puryear
Fri. 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

re
901498-8161 ir
Where Its More

VISA
MASTERCARD
Than A Floor

4

Mur-Cal Realty

John "Pete" Purdom - Broker
Dan Miller - Auctioneer

A

•••sVi

Commercial
Real Estate Auction

LICE:

Our Low Overhead
Saves You Big Money

WOW!
6x9 Area Rugs

$29.99-$99.99
9x12 Area Rugs

$79.99-$99.99

$169.99-$199.99

Paschall Floor Covering

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY

To,

(cel

-101I

•

doir

vir
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liable Romeo For Sale

Howie Lola For 817ti

1 2 ACRE lot for mobile
home north of Murray
492-6159

12X60, 1 OWNER central
hie, dishwasher, garbage.
disposal. 2br $6,000
502-376-2693

12 ACRE. $100/mo, 7536012

1981
14X70 MOBILE
home 3br. 2 bath
753-8350

pits
You

300

1989 14X50 ATLANTIC
2br, excellent condition
For more information call
492-8298

Office Space
Walnut Plaza
104 N 5th

753-8302 or
753-9621
2.000 SO tt warehouse
with office & bath. 12X14
oveMead door 753-5976,
8am-4pm

1995 16X80 TRAILER for
sale 759-4981

ity
Iv,

DOWNTOWN office space
available Rent from $95 to
$150/mo. including utilities Call Greg McNutt
753-4451
4 CAR shop for rent 7534509

1996 16X60 PRINCETON
Appliances included Must
be moved Priced to sell
767-9046. please leave a
message

'tare

24X64 DOU'dLEWIDE 4br,
2 bath, large lot, 2 miles
east $32.000. Call
753-9812

res

OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center 753-4509 753,6612

FOR sale by owner 1987
Fleetwood 28x52. doublewide, 3br, 2 bath All appliances including w/d 7599845 after 6pm
FOR Sale: 24X70 doublewide on approx 1 acre, 11
miles on 94 east of Murray $21,500 obo.
354-9317
MOBILE HOME LOANS5°0 down, refinancing/
equity loans. Free sellers
kit. Land and home loans.
Repo and assumable
loans Gree Tree Financial, 800-221-8204 800554-8717.

trty!!

es!

CTS

gm!!

re!!
1
ods

se!
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Apartments For Rent
1BR apt available, all appliances, larger than most
Call Mur Cal Realty
753 4444
1BR furnished apartment
Small but clean Close to
pets
No
campus
S185/mo 753-7276

FLEETWOOD
1985
14x70 20,r, dishwasher,
microwave, central h/a
753-9866
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

IRE
2BR in Hazel 492-8526
2BR trailer No pets References needed Call 7539866
2BR 753-6012

/
IT

VERY nice lbr, 12X60.
water & trash pick-tip -fur
rushed $225/mo 94E 1/2
mile past East-Y Grocery.
753-2079

are
-ay,
[He.
uth

2BR duplex. 207 S. 11th
St Appliances furnished.
No pets. Deposit required
5310/mo Call 753-3415 or
753-7123.
3BR, 2 bath 4 miles 121
South $400 month rent/
deposit 489-2296
LARGE 3br furnished, lyr
lease, no pets All utilthes
paid 1606 Miller.7530932 or 753-5898

(502) 437-4545
•
7

Need A Used Car?

wv.rw.automobllesonline.com.

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-411.36-574-4
..1.-800-5•483-5.20.2
LICENSED & INSURED Free
24 Hr Service
Heats Truism**,
Trim Spreryog
Tree & Slump
Removal

Tree Tflasomag
Cisalusp Serrwe
Full Lam of
Eq.p..Mat
(

I.

Residential - Commercial
Painting of All Types
Pressure Washing • Sand Blasting
All Wort Guaranteed
,
Ar
1
,
8
a-

f

ative
low LS St
ems,
bed.
t this
lc's:, •

'e at

-

Free Estimates

901-247-5244

Smothermans
ekr4"/ Excavating "'
Chorles Smotherrnan
436-5828

Shop Phone # 436-5869

pr roe& .

340

641 Storage
All Sizes

2 Party
Yard Sale

3 Party
Garage Sale

A‘ailable

1319 Olive Blvd.

753-5585

July 4th

Friday
7 a.m. til 7
1804 Concord Dr.
Southwest Vita Subil

CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney s
$20-S40/mo
759-4081

lam to 1 pit' Oniy
Exercise equipment old
sewing machine Ashley
wood stove monkey
grass many clothes &
things for the home

1 BEDROOM farm house,
7 miles east of Murray.
Unfurnished. w/d hook up.
Available now. Deposit &
• references required. $200
per month. Call 753-8349.
2BR, c/h, stove, refhgerator, washer & dryer.
5425/mo. Deposit required. lyr lease. No pets.
Across street from MSU.
For appointment call Rogers Enterprises. 753-5140,
nights 767-9230.
3BR 2 bath 9 miles on
121 north $500/mo plus
deposit 489-2296
2BR. stove and refrigerator. w/d hookup, central
h/a. $475/mo. 12 month
lease, 1 month deposit 4
miles N No pets
753-2259 or 527-8174
2BR, stove/refrigerator furnished $375/mo + deposit. Lease required. 711
Payne St. 759-4696.
3BR. 2 bath. 753-4444.

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units. 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571.

EASTSIDE

BP
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

Lots

Of

1 u• ACRES. Hardwood
trees. 9/10 of a mile from
KY Lake Good homesite,
private entrance off of
main road, $28,000 Senous inquires only please
Call 474-8704

All Size Units
Available

753-3853
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796
380
Pets & Supplies
FOR A FEW PENNIES
MORE- Get latest technol
ogy in liquid wormers
Happy Jack Liqui-Vict delivers active ingredients
better than older formulas
At Southern States
www happyiaclunc corn
SHELTIES, (toy Collies)
sable & white
502-354-8211
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436 2858
390
Livestock & Supplies
10 ACRES of hay You
cut 489-2887
BELGUIMS, 2 mares in
excellent shape Call after
dark (502)354-6705
HAY for sale 489-2989
LLAMAS, young Peacocks
& Barbados Sheep for
sale. Call Jerry at Fern
Terrace for further information, 753-7109.
PINK EYE Mineral. Fly
control mineral. Anaplaz
mineral. All available at
Farmers Farmacy. 7592248.
Quarter
REGISTERED
horse Gelding, gentle Excellent trail horse
489 2272
400

4 Party
Yard Sale
Friday
7 a.m.-?
94 West 7 miles from
Murray, turn right on
Old Lynn Grove Rd.,
first house on left
Children's clothes,
antiques & more.

children S

men's & women's clo
thing, good gas gnII,
wing back chair and
odd table

Yard
Sale
1638 Farmer
Fri. & Sat.
July 3 & 4
7 a.m.-?
Clothes, toys, baby
things, MISC

Fri., July 3
7 a.m.-1 p.m.

211 lrvan St.
Friday
8 a.m.-?

Corner of Falhane
& Irene Terrace
Household items toys
children's clothes

Beanie
Babies,
misc.,
household
tapes, CD's, wedding
dress, exercise equip.

Yard Sale

Giant Moving
Sate

Fri. & Sat.
July 3 & 4
7 a.m. until ?
504 So. 11th St
dishes,
Linens,
jewelry, men's & women's clothes, ladies
shoes lots of odds &
ends

Yard- Sale
St. Leo's Pansh CU,
401 N. 12th St
Sat, July 4
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Something for everyone. Inside with A/C.
Benefits Need Line

1511 Martin
Chapel Rd.
All Day Fri. 8 Sat.
Starts 8 a.m. Frt.
continues until 12
noon Sat.
Couch, chair, end tables,
vacuum, wet vac shelves,
picnic tables. etc etc

__ Yard Sale
Friday
7 a.m.-7
North to Radio Rd.,
right at Almo Grocery, right on Boggess Dr., 4th house.
Daybed, comforters,
household items, pig
collection, pictures,
clothes.

Yard Sal*

Three-Party
Yard Sale
3 miles out on
Hwy. 94 East

Friday, 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday 7-Noon
Beds, couches, chairs &
other furniture, clothing,
household appliances,
decorations,
dishes,
curtains, etc Ids of miscellaneous!

Yard Sale
New Party
802
Sharpe
Fri., July 3

GETIOSOLD

Yard Sale
1311 Fleetwood
Drive
Off Doran Rd.
July 3 & 4

6:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Rebred Beanie Babies, kid clothes,
couch and waterbed
with headboard

Big Yard
Sale
1573 Slate Rt.

Carport Sale

sa

West

lAurray
Estates
Fri. & Sat.

across from

809 Olive
Fri. & Sat. - July 3rd & 4th
7:00 a.m.-?

Furniture, microwave,
clothes Something for
everyone

HAPPINESS PLACE hems, clothing, furniture, office equipment, silk flowers, linens,
dishes, appliances, much, rtiuch more.

HUGE YARD SALE
(Moms Don't Miss This One!)
213 S. 13th St.
Friday & Saturday 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Nice boy's clothing - newborn to 4T (every
season), nice girl's clothing - newborn to 24 mo.
(every season), men & women's clothing, maternity clothing, children & adult shoes, jewelry,
household items, dishes, humidifier, bat stool,
exercise stepper, toddler bed wimattress,changing table, high chair, 2 swings, car seat, infant
seat, walker, F.P. rocking horse. Little Tike
sandbox, bottles, blankets, baby care items, toys
and much, much, more! Something for everyone!

*

Four bedroom, 2 bath home on 1.66
acres,located one mile south of city limits
adjacent to Quail Run Subdivision. Hardwood floors in dining room and living
room. Screened porch,carport, out buildings, city water, cable, sewer. 2,084
square feet living area.

Bob

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all pnce ranges It
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
and
ous
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
440

For Si.
CUSTOM building site in
the country 3 miles east o
downtown Murray 3 152
Paved frontage
acres
road Shared well Restricted 753-5231

753-3387
•
•
•
•

'imprinted
Drrveways
• Colored
1 71 1-1171
:Il
iF
Pool Decks 11 I I
'Traditional
Sidewalks
• Stained
Patios

CREATIVE CONCRETE
Murray, KY

Nick Craig
Owner

767-0728

Fre.
Estimates

Many Styles and Colors Available!
Driveways • Parking Lots • Subdivisions

LOTS near Irvin Cobb Resort for sale 436-5811

KT. Paving

PRICED to sell' 100x175
wooded lot in Campbell
_Estates. Ideal for house
with walk-out basement
Call 753-3903
450
For Site
8 26 ACRES north of Mur
ray Frontage on 2 roads
Has well on property
753-4811 after 5pm

-

3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Kenney Travis, Owner
Phone (502) 759.1039
Cellular 559-8434

Bill Travis
Phone (502) 474-2779

Lamb Brothers
Rooting Company

11 MILES from MSU. 4br,
2 bath brick, recently re
decorated, Ig kitchen, lots
of cabinets, bay window
Fireplace 9 49 acres M/L
with 1 acre stocked pond
9X33 shop 36X56 barn
Gibbs Realty & Assoc.,
Inc Call Gale Cooper.
502 247 7738 or page
502-391-0121

We do any & all types of roofing.
Family Owned & 0pr/farad
Paul Lamb
759-6081 • 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates • 24 hour Emergency Service

1400 DIUGUID 1- 2 bedroom log home, 100X200
lot, all city services Close
to university $49,900
502-927-9191
2 ACRES, natural gas, on
Hwy 121 in Coldwater
Available now. $30,000
489-2782
2 NEW 3br brick Both with
all appliances & double
garage One includes hot
tub & large attic Both located on Metcalf Ln in
North Villa Subdivision
437-4783 or 753-8237

Vinyl
'One Call IIVICqtRIS
RepIacement
Does
h
It All" .

_
6741
NOME IMPROVEMENT "

Painting - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage- Pest Damage - Structural Repair
Licensed & Insured
(502) 759-4599

Free Estimates

•

2 STORY, 3br. 1 bath, full
basement 22X24 garage
1 block from hospital
$42,000 Financing possible Call before 4pm,
498-8984

WRVS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

460

Classifieds
Office Open

'

end tables, lamps, comforter and bedspread,
adult clothing, books, baby boy clothing, miter
saw, air conditioner - used one season,
temporary power pole. Two large tables of 25
and 50 cent items. OUR LOSS IS YOUR
GAINII!

HALEY Appraisals
Haley, state certified
759-4218

Over 5,0U0 sq. It can he yours! Spacious4 yr.
old home in new town subdivision. 4 Br (3
very large with private bath)plus loft cbuld be
Br #5. Also study, LR,formal dining, kitchen
with breakfast area with bay window, otal
3I/i baths, upstairs den. Add 13 closets (6
large walk-ins) plus a huge pantry. Also 2 car
garage, covered porch overlooking wooded
lot. Call 753-8453 to see for yourselr.

•

p.m.
Monday-Friday
Closed Saturday
7:30 a.m. - S

HUGE MOVING (IN) SALE
1885 Wrather Road
Hwy.641 North to Flint Church Rd., follow
Flint to Wrather and turn left on Wrather.
Yard Sale at new log home on left.
Friday, July 3, 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday, July 4, 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Many, many decorating items, couch, bed,

2BR 2 full baths House 2
outbuildings a log home
ponds & 9 acres in Almo
area 753-8350
LOCATED 8 miles out of
Murray oft 94E on Chapel
Rd 161/2 acres fenced
with 1977 3br. 1 bath mobile home $45,000 Call
(502)762-0055
TENNESSEE LAKE BARGAIN- $17,900 $1800
down Boat dock Beautifully wooded lot on spectacular 30,000 acre lake
Paved road, utilities, surveyed, soils tested Local
bank has appraised. will finance 80a fixed. 15 years
Only $150 a month' Pncect
to sell immediately' Offered first come, first
served' Call now 800-861
5253 est 8365
ACREAGE
4+ Acres off of Highland
Rd Mature Trees, private
road, good building site,
9/10 mile from Ky Lake,
$10,000 Call 474-8704 after 5pm

2 Family
Yard Sale

Carport
Sale

"
1111444..
men

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Souses For Rent

Storage
Rentals

Tony Patrick
759-2251
(Cell) 559-6561

rok er
Ii796
2431

room
SLEEPING
$150/mo Coleman RE
753-9898

Yard
Sale

Yead Sabo

360

Bulldozer & Bockhoe Work
Good Top Soil, Sand & Gravel
Septic Systems - Free Estimates

sale.

VERY nice 2br, 11/2 baths
Townhouse. Appliances
furnished w/washer & dryer, 5500/mo, 1 yr lease 1
mo deposit. No pets
753-2905, 753-7536

400

100

360

1e•

sloe's Painting Service

5, in
hi of
mew
spot
orth
tion,

CURRENTLY taking applications for rental assistance on 1, 2 & 3br units
for qualified applications
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments. 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing Opportunity. TDD# 1-800-247-2510.
2BR duplex, 1409 Hillwood!. $375/mo 759-4406

Rowe kir Rest

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

St
Le &
;fled
tend
[ the

2BR, duplex, central h/a,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up. Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR, stove/refrigerator furnished Central h/a. Deposit & leave required.
1303 Chestnut St
759-4696.

330

Visit Our Web Site

arf.

2BR. central gas h/a. appliances
furnished
$300/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU
Inquire at 1210 Main St
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm

Phone:

TN

2BR, 2 bath with garage.
central hia, appliances furnished. S525/mo, lyr
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets. 753-2905 or
753-7536

NEW 1 br apt, all applianw/d
including
ces
re5325/mo. Deposit
quired. 436-5725

Custom Backhoe
Work

eed.

2BR duplex, central h/a
dishwasher, microwave
Wel hook-up No pets
$420/mo Security deposit
492-8393
2BR near campus No
pets Call 753-1203

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesley Village, 1 br
apartment, - utilities included, rent based on income
62 & older, or handicap &
disabled. Equal Housing
502-354Opportunity.
8888.
spacious
REDECORATED
2br duplex, c./h/a, applian- LARGE 2br duplex, 11/2
ces. 1600 Ridgewood, bath, 1148 sq ft. plus garage. All appliances includ$375/mo. Call 753-8096.
RESIDENTIAL area du- ing washer & dryer Cenplex near MSU CHA. ap- tral gas h/a. $550/mo plus
pliances, 102 Williams, deposit & lease. No pets.
436-2113
$350/M0.
MANOR
2BR, brick, paha, w/d MURRAY
hook-up, shade No pets APARTMENTS Make it
your home' Great 1 or 2br
5355/mo. 753-6931.
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
Mon.-Fri
8am-5pm,
Equal
(502)753-8668,
Housing Opportunity.

Septic System
Installation

trge
ml
air . ft.,
. see
rom

1 OR 2br apts near dow
town Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1, 2 & 38R units available
immediately Apply at Mur•
Cal
Apartments
902
Dr
Northwood
Equal
Housing Opporturuty. 759
4984 TOD* 1-800-247
2510
1BR Diuguid Dr Call Cole
man Realty 753-9898

Various size suites

1992 BELMONT Premier
16X80, 3 bedroom. 2 bath.
electric, Ig kitchen, utility
8X8 fiont & 12X12 back
deck. & underpinning Special
home
ordered
$26.500 527-1372.

320
Apartments For Rent
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

•

Alt

Let Your
Yard Sale
Shiue In The
Classifieds!
Attract buyers like
bees to honey aciveriise in the
Classifieds
1x2........7.50 25 st sax
2x2_1&X 70

mid ma

Nadas - 2 days
In advance
THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

Homes For Sale

Kitchen & Bath

Cabinets

• Drop by and see our showroom
BROOKHAVEN,
2113
Preston Heights Sub 3br,
2 bath, 1564sq ft living
area, 2 car garage. large
covered deck. 8x12 storage bldg New roof 1997
110x152 Lot $86,500
Please call 753-0685
2BR, 1 bath on 2 lots
C/H/A, large deck, boat
house, storage bldg. lake
access, east of Murray in
Centendge Subdivision
Asking $46,000 call after
5pm, 474-2003
3BR, 2 bath brick. Thermal
tilt windows new berber
carpet, new C/H/ gas/ air,
lyr old roof, on lot & 1/2
Priced in $60 s 489-2509
BY OWNER
1197 Crossland Road immediate possession. 3br
brick, 1 bath, fireplace in
cien on 1 5 acre lot with
many trees Located 4
miles from MSU Make an
offer Call 489-2756

WANT ADS
WORK

ADD .SJNBURv

1 1,,RRAV aion,n0 Bum** Bro.A01
1.
594C

•

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned duw-n
4;i•1
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit. repo's or bankruptcy.

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

Mayfield
Kentucky

247-9300
1-800-574-0256

Now is a Great Time to Build
lor quality 551• %%ant Iti
II Non ari•
oni rad lir. Wit h blueprint. 8 No 4 •
I ion. t• I ill give 5.1111 :1 contract priee h [ft
Nt.irt lIsiii it',- tirdecuicil ee work on a ce-t phi Kea.
nee its be Oiling uk.
iiIN eii h .111 i
We i
.11-a .erii.111/e iii (uiiIilII lit,,) pIt
.111.111
home., 1.11-ge

4Bruce Green
', (.0111111(101.s,
.
in
502)

Int'.

;-53-8343

4
1101111111111111111
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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HOROSCOPES

Used Cars

BENTON i..r2u Acre
Main house has 3500sq ft.
3 bedroom. 3 bathroom,
large living-room big family room dining-room, large
kitchen rear porch roofed
3 car garage with basement Also Guest house
has 1400sq It. new tennis
court. new 60x42 equipment building, tobacco
barn, $257.000 00 Also
90 Acre fencing farmland,
2 ponds. 60x40 horse
barn. $15500000 Appointment per phone 502527-2631

1964 TOYOTA Supra.
5sp Must sell. going to
school $159500 Call
759-9901
1989 EAGLE Summit 5sp
w/air, runs good, $2750
obo 759-1663 Iv message
1989 WHITE Chevy Cavalier, 2dr automatic good
S1500 435condition
4294
1990 CUTLASS Ciera
V-6 high miles cold air.
good condition $2,400
5pm
after
Phone
492-8805

BY OWNER: Vinyl sided
house located on 1005 1990 BERETTA GTZ. 5sp
Coldwater Road has a Days 767-9449 nights
16X22 5 living area with 437-4393
fireplace, tiled foyer, kitch1990 MERCURY Sable
en with custom cabinets,
60,XXX
Statonwagon,
bedtwo
area,
dining
miles, loaded, good condirooms, three walk in clostion Runs well 753-8350
ets, two full baths, utility
Miata conroom, garage. wood deck, 1993 tv1AZDA
vertible red, 5sp 1 owner,
and landscaping on a nice
74,XXX
driven,
lot in city limits House is adult
759-4480
miles
$8995
professionally decorated.
For an appointment to
show call 753-0839 from 1995 PONTIAC Grand
7am-5pm or 759-4272 af- Prix. white. 4dr. pwr w/l,
54xxx miles. $8500 obo
ter 5pm
753-8613.
DuDelight!
INVESTORS
plexes. great location- MOVING must sell! 1998
these three 2br. 2 bath du- Dodge Avenger, silver,
Automatic,
car
plexes constructed in 1994 great
feature spacious rooms, leather interior, fully equipeverything.
numerous amenities, ex- ped, power
Asking $20,000 or take
history
rental
cellent
$110K each or reduced over payments Call 759price for all three. Call 9215.

36FT documented Gibson
houseboat with newly rebuilt 440 Chrysler & newly
remodeled 514 500 obo
753-9826

COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions garages, decks
remodeling vinyl siding
20yrs experience 7535592

DAVID'S Cleaning Services -Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways
Boat radar arch, fits boats
parking lots, all exterior
with beam from 810 9 feet
cleaning, acid cleaning
$775 obo Phone 502-227:
available David Borders,
2760 in Frankfort
Insured Completely MoFOR sale Procratt bass bile Phone 502-759-4734
boat, 70hp, Mercury mo- Cellular 502:853-1108
tor, fully equipped 753
HARDWOOD FLOOR
7269
Installation & finishing
LOWE 24' pontoon 3yr old Custom design Affordable
with trailer, 115 horse rates 753-7860
Johnson, power anchor
ELECTRICIAN
wench, depth gage. trolling
R&R ELECTRIC.
motor, extra seats. $9.000
New construction, rewirCall 436-5099
ing. mobile home hook1995 SUNCRUISER ponups. electrical maintetoon, teal & salmon color,
nance & repair Call anyleimini top. 115hp Evintime. Murray, 762-0001,
rude Apprx 30hrs, like
Celle 519-1592
559new 435-4602 or
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur8510
niture repair & custom
23FT Chris Craft with cud- woodworking 753-8056
dy and rear wing. 7534509
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed & Insured Luke Lamb
502-436-5950
1ST Class Yard Care
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Mowing, mulching land
scaping, trimming, etc All brands, Kenmore 30+
759-0670 leave message
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
A REMODELING
PLUMBING
PROJECT represents a
considerable financial in- Repairs, fast service
vestment Let the vantage 436-5255
of a quarter century's experience help RE-NU-IT!!! MITCHELL Bros Paving
Consultation. CAD, free Oldest paving company in
Calloway Co For estiestimates 474-8451.
call 753-1557.
mates
ADAM'S HOME
492-6141
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling, BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
Additions,
Repairs, Roofing, Decks, All work guaranteed Free
etc One Call Does It ALL estimates 753-1134
492-8584
No Job Too Small

BlelA Blast Sharpe 90hp
in-board Mercury Jet motor S6,000 Cart 759-1087

Al Al A Tree Service,
CUSTOM BUILT
tree
removal,
Wooden decks, fencing, Stump
rakeig.
pole barns sheds car- spraying. leaf
ports Also repair 7 rebuild hedge tnrnming, landscapExcellent workmanship ing, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading. gutter cleaning
Affordable rates
Licensed & insured Fell
753-7860
line of equipment Free esLAMB BROTHERS
timates Tim Lamb,
LAWN SERVICE
436-5744,
landscaping,
Mowing.
1-800-548-5262.
hedge trimming, raking.
pressure washing 'Free AFFORDABLE all around
estimates 436-2102. ask hauling eink clean-up
cleaning out sheds, tree
for Ben.
work 436-2867
LARRY'S Small Engine
ALL
carpentry 15yrs exp ,
Repair Will repair any
make or model riding foundations, slabs, sidemower, push mower, wee- walks, driveways, builddealer, or chainsaws 30 ings, remodeling, repairs,
day warranty on parts & la- AGC certified 489-2214.
bor Pick-up & delivery
BACKHOE SERVICE
available Phone 492-8437 ROY HILL Septic system.
or 492-8548
drive-ways, hauling, foundations. etc 436-2113
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Let us clean your Carpets- BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contractUpholstery Pet odor reing
Insulated concrete
moval Commercial or
Residential Serving Mur- forms (R32) StyroCrete
ray for 26 years Free esti- builders 502-436-2007 Of
mates 753-5827 Visa/MC. 502-436-5264

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,July
3, 1998:
You will work hard to make what
you want a reality. It might take
awhile, but you will achieve what
you desire.Others test your stamina
and resolve. Creativity and magnetism mix; others have a difficult
time refusing you. Encourage people
to be more open with you. Money is
a major concern. Keep tight books,
and if necessary, become adept at
accounting. If you are single, romance is likely to bloom when you
travel. This person might be different from your usual choices. If attached, you are harder on each other
than you realize. Make a greater
effort to walk in your mate's shoes.
SCORPIO torches your imagination.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday,
July 4, 1998:
Be open to what life offers you. Let
creativity soar, be willing to grow
personally and gain understanding.
Partners have a special way of expressing their love. Excellent communications mark your relationships. Nurture others. You can be
overly sensitive at times,taking comments personally that aren't meant
that way. If you are single, be careful; you could become involved with
someone who isn't emotionally available. You can't be too careful about
your choices. If attached, your relationst4 progresses through a willingness to be vulnerable with each
other. SCORPIO is good for you.
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-8o-so; 1-Difficult.
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 191
You'll easily make up with
*****
ARIES(March 21-April 191
***** Close relating reveals a someone over yesterday's problems.
viewpoint that could confuse you A partner responds. Friends are full
more. Pressure intensifies around of great ideas. Get together with
CARPET cleaned by Cert
MASONRY WORK
money.All the talk in the world isn't others to celebrate Independence
Reasonable prices, sm. Techs Murray Carpet &
to change the situation. Stay Day. A long-distance call is a must!
going
foundations, steps, porch- Upholstery Cleaning
as clear and direct as you can. Time Someone misses you. Tonight: The
753-6300 anytime.
es, repairs, etc Gail 492reveals a broader perspective. To.- love temperature soars.
CARPORTS for cars and
6225
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
night: A close encounter.
trucks. Special sizes for
***** Others are delighted by
(April 20-May 20)
PAINTING
motor home, boats, RVs TAURUS
your spirited ideas.Get together with
paown
your
on
****
rain
You
Exterior. 25yrs
Interior,
and etc. Excellent protecfor a special Fourth of July.
friends
experience
References tion, high quality, excellent rade. Pull back, and take responsidoesn't view a partnership
Someone
doesn't
that
someone
seems
It
bility.
Free Estimates 345-2325, value Roy Hill 436-2113
way. Know that there is a
the
same
think the way you do. Confusion
1-800-456-7237
meeting point, and this is a moot
WALTERS Contracting
Nothing
life.
home
your
surrounds
PC user and graphic de- Free estimates. GuaranA boss's messages issue. Socialize, and express yourRich at Kopperud Realty,
signer. From business teed Quality Work. Li- will change now.
more feedback. self. Tonight: Personal fireworks!
for
Ask
inclear.
additional
aren't
753-1222 for
cards to manuscripts and censed & Insured. Over 20
GEMINI(May 21-June 201
formation.
anything in between. 492- years experience Roofing, Tonight: Scurry out the door.
**** Be direct with someone who
21-June
20)
(May
1992 DODGE Caravan. AGEMINI
8342 after 5pm.
additions, vinyl siding,
MUST sell immaculate 1
101,8XX
condition,
1
*** Work needs to be primary, is at a distance. A pleasant surprise
decks, remodeling. Call
owner home, perfect for miles, red, loaded Phone
Tree & Stump
especially if you want to get out the comes your way. Someone has an
SUREWAY
753-2592.
first time home owner or
yet
753-1308
door early. Confirm meetings and odd way of expressing his love,
Remaval Insured with full
older couple 3BR, 1 bath,
you accept it. Make time for a key
VCR
WOOD
ceron
stand
esdon't
Free
equipment
of
line
appointments;
carport, low utilities, 12yrs EXCELLENT deal on a
Repairing VCR's. Micro- emony.Communications are off; you discussion. Someone demonstrates
timates Day or night,
old Broad St. 753-7455 1994 Nissan Quest van
waves. Free estimates. are tired. Thinking grows more a willingness to change. Tonight:
753-5484
includes
package
days. after 630 753-1623 GXE
Authorized dealer for 18- muddled as the day progresses. To- Rest and relax.
3-D DOZING
power seats, sunroof, etc.
ask for Pam
492-6267
THE Gutter Co Seamless
CANCER(June 21-July 22i
inch Digital Satellite & Dish night: Get a good night's sleep.
interior. Driver is
gravel
&
Leather
septic,
Backhoe.
NICE 3br, 11 ,2 bath brick
aluminum gutters, variety
Your more pleasant,dynamic
Mon-Fri,
****
1-5.30.
Network.
REPAIR
&
APPLIANCE
interior
non-smoker &
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
hauling. Driveways, foun_ home, newly.. remodeled,
of colors. Licenses, insw753-0530
side eInefeel. A partner is excitable
'in mint,nrtditiOn. PROFESSIONALextafior
502-437-4969.
dations
and
**** Tap into your creativity,
new roof, attached garage
ed. Estmate available
Shop DEPENDABLE.
miles.
72,XXX
TUCKER'S
A-1 Tree Professionals.
let it all hang out. Your humor helps but adds to the fun. The unexpected
on 2 subdivision lots. 5 mi759-4690
too
is
502-767-9552.
around & realize this
Lawn Care Service
tree
removal,
Stump
you, even if doesn't mak.? those occurs when dealing with someone
nutes north of Murray.
good to miss at 515,900. APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
CUSTOM bulldozing & spraying Serving Murray. Mowing, trimming, grass around you more cheery.Someone is close to you. Talks open doors. Pitch
$72,000 753-1940.
901-642-4322
catching & general lawn
Factory trained by 3 major backhoe work, septic sys- Calloway Co since 1980.
unusually somber, butlisten to him in at a barbecue and lessen someone's
PRICE Reduced- 3br. 2
work
care 502-759-9609. leave
All
manufacturers
437-3044
Chevafter 4pm. Free estimates.
clean, 1987
EXTRA
354-8161
tems.
Use special care with burden; it will make you feel good. A
graciously.
in
Preston
home
bath
message
warranted. Ask Horace Sholar
parts
753and
Van
492-8737
Conversion
or
rolet
money. Tonight: Welcome the week- chat calms a friend. Tonight: Let
Heights, built only 5 years
for Andy at The. Appliance
sparks fly.
end with open arms.
ago. Cabinets a plenty, 2293
Works, 753-2455.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
LE01Jufy 23-Aug. 221
french doors open onto
ASPHALT SEALING
***Someone doesn't mean to pres- **** Entertain close to home.Join
deck, cathedral ceiling, 2
Travis Asphalt Sealing
car garage Call Grey's
sure you. but that is how you feel. neighbors in celebrations, and let
1964 CHEVY p/u, com- Driveways, parking lots
Properties for details at
Establish stronger boundaries. Per- togetherness develop. Unexpected
759-2001. #3500293.
pletely restored, automatic Free estimates, 753-2279
haps you need to bow out more often. insights allow you to open up and
transmission Days 767CARPET Cleaning
Work is demanding, and a family share. Friends let you know just how
PRICE Reduced- Brick 3br
437-4393.
nights
9449.
RemovWater
Emergency
member reacts to your professional important you are to them. Do not
in
the
Priced
in the trees.
push. Don't worry about a tiff; it will hold back. Tonight: Romp into the
$60s. This starter home
1977 CHEVY Wu, 350 with al. Free Estimates. SatisCall
wee hours.
References
pass. Tonight: Head home.
has a three year old roof & 'rebuilt 350 trans. Good fied
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
new gutters. Detached gaVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
shape 51,500 obo
rage compliments the
**** Consider what you wantfrom ***** Communications are acti767-9676
APPLIANCE REPAIR
house. Country beauty sitsomeone. It might be very little, per- vate, and you discover a lot about
NAL
PROFESSIO
pick-up.
DATSUN
1982
"All these unsavory allegaCASTLE, Ky.(AP)- A
NEW
uated on .93 acre. Call
LE.
DEPENDAB
haps simply some moral support. someone. He might seem totally in5sp. with topper, good
tions surfaced after Mr. Clark
Grey's Properties for deHenry County school board la502-767-9552.
Your pace becomes hectic; delay dependent, but he also needs a lot of
condition. Phone
was hired," he added.
759-2001.
at
tails
wyer says previous charges filed
plans, if need be. Confirm all ap- support from those he values. Do
436-5872
BUSHHOGGING
#3500284
"You've got some allegations
year
last
hired
teacher
a
against
pointments.There could be a change. you want to become important to
roand
lawns
Gardens
1990 CHEVROLET swb,
that he's done something wrong, Make yourself a priority. Tonight: this person? Give him more of what
decidistrict's
rothe
5ft
with
REDUCED 2 Story log
totilled
Tractor
affect
didn't
350. 5sp, extra nice.
but I'd like for somebody to tell
he needs.Tonight:Haves hamburger
totiller Also, haul gravel for sion to keep him because he
home, 4yrs old, 3800sq ft
Listen to favorite music.
$10,500. 753-5076.
bedriveways and spread Jonsomeone
with friends.
fire
can
you
how
me
13 acres fenced w/pond,
22)
23-Oct.
(Sept.
LIBRA
convicted.
wasn't
1991 F-150 Ext cab. 6cyl esy 437-4030.
30x60 shop. 120x50 barn,
said back a year *** You try to balance everything. LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
somebody
cause
the
said
Yates
Joseph
Attorney
gas mileage
24x36 barn, 18x36 barn, 5sp, good
or two ago that he might have Juggling seems to backfire now. A *** Expenses are definitely out of
CONCRETE FINISHING
district had no reason to fire
489-2989
24x40 equipment shed
paSidewalks, driveways,
committed these acts," Yates loved one lets you know that you whack. You take a risk that comes
Matthew Bradley Clark, who is
Reduced to S380,000
tios Free estimates
have enough on your plate. He could from out of the blue, but excitement
said. "If we took disciplinary ac1991 FORD F-150 4X4,
now accused of sexually abusing
753-7687
435-4619
disillusioned. A partner is unusu- surrounds it. Communications bring
be
a
was
reprimand
it
whether
tion,
in
V-8 302, power. air, tilt.
students
two 14-year-old
RESIDENTIAL rental propdifficult, but that isn't new.Curb new information to the table. Take
ally
CONSMALL
MIKE
or a termination, based on some
cruise. One owner. A-1
Henry County.
erty All located near uniestiFree
STRUCTION
confusion;just ask. Tonight: Spend time to visit neighbors and friends.
condition. 78,XXX miles.
allegations of past conduct, I
versity. 753-1040 after
You add to the celebrations.Tonight:
Remodeling, fencmates
58.000. 435-4656.
Shortly after Clark was hired
would think Mr. Clark or any- time with a loved one.
ing, decking, roofing & elec6pm
Do what makes you feel good.
21)
23-Nov.
(Oct.
as a teacher at Henry County
body would have grounds for a SCORPIO
CHEVY Silverado, Iwb, trical 489-2832.
feel energetic, SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
you
****
2BR. garage. vinyl siding,
Though
Middle School, officials learned
lawsuit."
red, excellent condition,
triple deep lot. $29.900
you still cannot resolve a domestic ***** Others clearly adore you.
MOODY'S
Jefferson
in
box
he
tool
charged
-loaded,
had
been
Yates said Clark was checked. matter. Don't take it personally; Allow more feedback from a family
Firm, 435-4602. 753-8767
Mower Repair
753-8350 ,
out-and his references checked
Pick-up & delivery. County with sexual abuse of two
that's the kind of day this is. A boss member.Perhaps you weren't aware
3BR. 2 bath, central, tea
charges
The
in
1996.
students
Supercab
1997
F-150
753-5668
before he was hired.
is also unusually foggy and indirect. of the intensity of feelings in a key
garage appliances ColeFord Lariat, 2 wheel drive,
were later dropped.
Carolyn Meredith, director of Maintain a sense of humor,and pro- relationship. Indulge an older relaman RE 753-9898
PAINTING
fully loaded, anti theft deviJefferson County officials notirelations for Jefferson
employee
Decorating Center
ceed with your good sense. Tonight: tive or someone whom you cherish.
Black's
4BR new brick home: 3 full ces, dual air bags. Asking
He gives back in his special way.
of Murray, KY, Inc. Resi- fied Bob Wagner, superintendent
Wagner Beam in what you want.
wrote
schools,
County
baths. formal dining, huge 520.000 or take over pay- dential, Commercial Free
Tonight: Your wish can come true.
the
of
schools,
21)
he
Henry
County
of
after
22-Dec.
(Nov.
S
immediately
7,
SAGITTARIU
Aug.
kitchen, lots of closets, 2 ments Call 759-9215.
Estimates Fully insured
charges in a letter dated Aug. 7,
called her to check Clark's refer- ** Consider taking a day off. You SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
car garage. Buy now and
Call (502)753-0839 beneed downtime to get yourself cen- *** A surprise is coming your way.
1997.
ences, said Lauren Roberts, a
Call
color
pick your carpet
tween 7 00 a m and 500
Campers
You have an odd sense of what You might opt to keep some of the
tered.
any
for
"There was no basis
spokeswoman for the Jefferson
753-3903
p m Call (502)759-8609 afIntuition is off. Pressure information to yourself. Your gesneeded.
is
Henry County
the
ter 5 00 p m
by
action
after
was
That
school district.
1987 JAYCO Designe
CORNER of N 7th & Olive
work,and may be more tures speak for themselves. Others
at
is
intense
school system, based on what
Clark was hired.
PAINTING interior- exter
Starter home or excellent Series, 35ft. 5th wheel. ex
than you care to handle. Tonight: A know how you feel. Share plans with
they had found out," said 'Brad
ior
Free estimates
Meredith's letter notes that
rental property. Generates cellent condition, located
a loved one. Take a day trips where
good night's sleep.
Hughes, a spokesman for the
Clark, who taught at Norton
at KY Lake in Missing Hills 437 3879
$4651mo on two units
you can see the fireworks. Tonight:
19)
22-Jan.
CAPRICORN (Dec.
Kentucky School Boards AssociGreat commercial poten- Resort in New Concord. CERTAINTEED vinyl reElementary School in Jefferson
party goes on in your backyard.
The
Bewant.
you
what
for
**** Aim
ation. If the district had let Clark
Includes decking, wooden placement widows, vinyl
tial. Zoned B-3 $41.500
County, had been accused of
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
CAPRICORN
ing' shy doesn't cut it, especially if
762-4483 or 345-2748 af- storage shed & paid lease. siding & trim. Professional go because of unsubstantiated alfirst-degree sexual abuse, hut that you are dealing With financial mat- ***** Go for exactly what you
Price $16,000. Phone col•
ter 5pm.
legations, "I bet there's plenty of
work at reasonable rates
an internal investigation "found ters. A loved one continues to be want. Don't stop; be spontaneous.
lect (941)923-3525
470
lawyers out there that .would be
Call days 559-8105.
the alleg4m unsubstantiated."
demanding and draining. A decision Surprises occur both financially and
Motorcycles
standing in line to take his case,"
28FT Jayco. air, awning,
The criminal charges also were needs rethinking, as you will see emotionally. Use your instincts in a
CRAWFORDS LAWN
excellent condition 502Hughes said.
dropped, the letter said. And the later in the day.Tonight:Spend time key talk. Bring friends together for a
SERVICE &
1993 CBR 600, red, whrte 492-6144 days, 502-492State law requires districts only
WATER GARDEN
state educational Professional with friends!
fun barbecue or celebration. Think
& blue S3,500 435-4294
8580 nights, or can be
to check an applicant's backINSTALLATION
Board, which got a re- AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 181'
Standards
about what independence means to
WestLine
Mowing fertilizing, bed ground for criminal convictions,
1995 HARLEY Davidson seen at State
feedfor
you
to
look
Others
Jefferson
***
you. Tonight: Play away.
from
Clark
about
port
Hwy 893 West,
mulching, lawn clean-up
883 Sportster. 9000 miles. ern World,
Accept your responsibilities, AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
back.
and that won't show arrests,
a
KY
as
"discase
its
Hazel,
closed
County,
Free estimates 753-1934
lots of chrome Call 489but do not take on anything else. You **** Others look to you for leaderHughes said.
missal without prejudice" 2772
happy that others defer now,but ship and caring ideas.The good news
are
FENCING
In the latest incident, Kentucky
which means it could be in the long run, you won't like it. A is that you are full of them! Listen
iliSlosis& Motors
1996 YAMAHA Virago
Midway Fence Company
of
28,
Clark,
arrested
State Police
reopened.
1100 , 3400 miles, red &
family member needs your atten- when someone opens his heart, and
Chain link, wood & vinyl at Campbellsburg, on June 3. He
Marcia Seiler, the attorney for
pearl white, saddle bags, 1987 GLASTRON 16ft sk reasonable prices
tion. Advice only brings confusion! be open to the unexpected. Friends,
was charged with two counts of
the standards board, said her re- Tonight: Clean up details at work. family and loved ones mix with ease.
engine guards, new wind- boat. 88hp Evinrude. red & 759-1519
third-degree sexual abuse and one
shield, lots of chrome. gray Outstanding condicords showed that parents of one PISCES(Feb. 19-March 201
Let go, and enjoy yourself. Don't
753-4437
seam$4950
Quality
tion.
GUTTERS
of official misconduct, all
count
Mur$6500 502-753-0853
let the child tes- **** Your mind is already in week- worry as much.Tonight: Be the lead
wouldn't
child
less aluminum gutters Vamisdemeanors. He has pleaded
ray
1989 16FT Bomber Craptify and that the other child's end mode. Intuition is off; don't rely actor.
of colors Free esti- innocent and is free on $7,500
pie- Mate 1995 Johnson riety
on it. Your reverie interferes with PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
moved and couldn't be
family
Licensed Also pro70hp motor, tilt & trim, mates
bond. No trial date has been set. found.
s and getting the job ***** Reach out for others, and
communication
Sport Wilily Vehicles
gutter
maintenance
the office
classic trailer. Johnson viding
of
out
was
Wagner
take the day off. If. make calls. A gut feeling about a
can,
you
If
done.
same
witness
the
Seiler said
& supplies Vinyl shutters
you can't, 'stay as focused as pos- family member is right on. He needs
1986 FORD Bronco XLT, trolling motor. 2 depth find- in a variety of colors Call and not available for comment.
school
the
in
occurred
problems
p/w. p/1. alarm. a/c, very ers 8am-5pm 753-4451. West KY Seamless Gutsible. You won't want to do any extra your support. Now is the time to
But Yates said Wagner had
district's investigation. But that
after 5pm 753-1580
good condition, $4500
work. Tonight: Escape.
make peace. Others are in the mood
ters for all your gutter talked to Clark's forrnerprincipal
wasn't the problem in the crimi753-6709
shelve their grievances. A parent
1994 GLASTRON Run- needs 753-0278
to
nal case, said Lisa Schweickart,
before hiring him and learned ab^
con
TODAY.
appreciates your efforts. Tonight:
BORN
1986 JEEP CJ- 7, runs about, 17ft, excellent
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
assistant commonwealth's attorout the prior charges only when
Actress Betty Buckley (19471, actor Find the music.
good, good condition, dttion 753-4419
wanted No lob too small
ney in Jefferson County. Howafletter
a
sent
County
Jefferson
Tom Cruise (1962), actor Montel
$5.500 767-9557 after 1995 TIGERSHARK Bara- Yes we paint houses Ph
ever, citing the secrecy of grand
ter Clark had been hired.
Williams (1956)
BORN TODAY
cuda with trailer and ex- 753-2388 or 436-5759
6pm.
* * *
jury
proceedings, Schweickart
hired,
was
fellow
the
"When
ridTV personality Geraldo Rivera
condition,
Perfect
tras
Tree
Hand
HELPING
(1943), tennis player Pam Shriver
the administration ran all of the said she couldn't explain why a
den very little, 53.000 obo
Service Free estimates
grand jury declined to indict
(1962),playwright Neil Simon(1927)
753-1968 days. 759-3094 Have references Call, ask standard required checks: a crimi* * *
Cavalier, evenings
nal records check, a personal re- Clark in September 1996.
1984 Chevy
for David, 436-5394
Jefferthe
from
Clark
resigned
Jefferson
TIGERSHARK,
Mercury 1996
cords check with
$39500 1979
son County school system last
station wagon, $195.00. bought new 1997. Low LAWN mowing Reasona- County ... (and) he came back
ble & satisfactory
hours Excellent condition
Call before 5pm.
clean as a whistle.," Yates said July 15 to work at Henry County
759-4659
502-887-6236. 753-4286
9939.
Middle.
Tuesday.
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iItly Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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DEAR DA. GOTT- I'm still trying to
tigure out what was wrong with
Sonny. the guy I used to love He died
p violent death in a street brawl.
f.7ould there have been a physical
basis for his fits of evil temper? He
bused me when I took extra qare to
nice to him, drank too much, used
rugs and tranquilizers, and had a
chip on his shoulder Still. I wonder if
il should have done more I continue to
Ary to make sense of his tragic, wasted
hfe. even after three years
,
• DEAR READER: While I respect
and sympathize with your sense of
loss, I believe that you must not blame
yourself for Sonny's behavior and
death. Many people with severe psychological problems turn to alcohol
and drugs for relief Of course, this
•1 choice invariably makes matters
,worse. In addition, substance abuse
can itself lead to inappropriate behavior. temper outbursts and a whole
,host of physical problems. Such people often refuse the very medical care
that would help them the most. Sonny
is dead, a victim of his own demons. I
'am sure that you wish him peace after
a chaotic and dangerous life that must
shave hurt those who cared for him,
you and his family included.
e Now it's time to focus on you.
The fact that you took the time to
,write me such a poignant letter years
'after the incident tells me that you
,have yet to resolve your guilt.
Unfortunately. this type of guilt -which is often accompanied by frustration and rage -- is common in
women who have been abused, beaten
or raped. In my view, these strong
feelings are interfering with your ability to get on with your life. You were
it not responsible for Sonny's choices.
, which -- from your brief description
— were destructive. In fact, none of us
, is responsible for the choices of others: we can control only ourselves.
You did the best you could, and
learned important lessons in the bar-

Ee

i

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

gaiii Perhaps you will ultimateo pick
DEAR ABBY: Please correct me
e partner who is more stable and con
if I am wrong, but I believe my
siderate At least you know what NOT cousin, -Lenore," is the most selfish
to look for.
person I know.
Lenore is getting married in an
So. in summary, focus your energy
on making changes that are productive evening ceremony and has decided
and that you feel good about Forget to dis-invite our grandfather. PopSonny Open your life to new experi- Pop. Pop-Pop was SO excited about
ences. Don't live in the past Shed the attending, he bought a new suit and
blame that you have so unfairly placed showed it off to everyone who visiton yourself. You have a lot to offer now ed him.
Pop-Pop's health is failing and
that you have been tempered by such
_
he goes to bed early — 8:00 p.m.
an unhappy experience.
The wedding is at 6:00 p.m.. and
To give you more information. I am Lenore and her mother imy aunt)
Health
my
sending you a copy of
have decided it would interrupt the
Report "Help II- Substance Abuse ancl -perfect wedding" if liop-Pop were
who
readers
Other
Health."
Mental
to leave early, so he has been told to
would like a copy should send $2 plus stay home. This means Grandmorn
a long, self-addressed, stamped enve- will attend her first grandchild's
lope to P.O. Box 2017. Murray Hill wedding alone. Also, my grandparStation, New York, NY 10156. Be sure ents will have to pay for a nurse to
stay with Pop-Pop.
to mention the title.
Many people have volunteered to
DEAR DR. GOTT: In a recent column, you praised the virtues of Lotil, take Pop-Pop home when he bea skin cream for chapped. cracked comes tired, but my cousin and her
hands. Apparently, many of your read, mother say the decision has been
ers were uqable to purchase this made.
What do you think, Abby? Isn't it
product in their own communities.
I have been using Lotil for years awful to exclude Pop-Pop just
with stupendous results. I regularly because he is old?
APPALLED COUSIN
order it from The Vermont Country
Store. Box 3000. Manchester Center.
DEAR APPALLED COUSIN:
VT 05255; telephone: (802) 362-2400:
Yes, it is awful, particularly
fax: (802) 362-0285.
was
DEAR READER: Thanks for the tip since your grandfather
attending
to
forward
looking
sugActually. I received several letters
Short of boygesting the very resource you men- the wedding.
there is litwedding,
the
cotting
$7.50,
costs
Lotil
of
tioned. Each tube
day,
Lenore's
done.
be
tle
to
plus the usual postage and handling.
however, will be perfect in her
• 1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
eyes only. The rest of the family
will remember it as the day
DR. GOTT
Pop-Pop was dishonored.

Ten years ago
Tommy Sanders of Murray,
Dean Akridge of Fredonia, and
Kerry Harvey of Benton have
been appointed new regents for
Murray State University by Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson.
Special events are scheduled
for the first Freedom Fest
planned for the Fourth Of. July
holiday.
Births reported include a boy
to Melissa and Jeff Wyatt, and a
boy to Teresa and Eugene Duffy,
June 30.
Shirley Johnson writes 'about
Simone Taylor, senior volunteer,
in her column, "Silver Profiles."
Twenty years ago
A special Fourth of July fireworks display will be at 9 p.m.
on July 4 at Murray-Calloway
County Park. The pool and other
activities of the park will be open
all day.
The Rev, Henry McKenzie was
honored by Rotary International
and Murray Rotary Club as he
was named a Paul Harris Fellow.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Burton and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. David H.
Gamble, June 29,
The Rev. Roger Joseph is a
speaker at a revival now in progress at Kirksey United Methodist
Church.
Thirty years ago
Lester Nanny, postmaster of
Murray and former Calloway
County Court Clerk, was named
chairman of Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross
Chapter. Other officers are

I needed someone to care about me.
My parents didn't and he did Sex
was a very small pnce to pay. And
my parents never noticed a thing.
Yes, I am aware that what the
teacher did was wrong. But I will
never forget how much it meant to
me at the time. At least he could see
my pain when my family was oblivious to it.
We all seek love, and many of us
will take whatever is offered when
that is all there is. If children are to
love appropriately, they must learn
to give and receive love in the right
places — from their family in youth,
then from friends,and later from a
lover and mate.
Parents: If you don't want your
children "looking for love in all the
wrong places," perhaps you should
make sure they're getting enough in
the right places.
KNOWS FIRSTHAND

DEAR KNOWS FIRSTHAND:
I apologize for having said so
emphatically that the teen-age
daughter did not become sexually active because she was
looking for the kind of affection
and attention she could receive
from her family. Teen-agers
begin having sex for varied and
sometimes complicated reasons
that are not always related to
sexual needs as much as emotional needs.
P.S. Although the high school
teacher recognized your neediness and vulnerability, if his
motives had been humanitarian
instead of predatory, he would
have found some other way of
you know you were
letting
*1*
worthwhile. The fact that you
PETER
DEAR ABBY: You told the moth- were a willing participant does
of "Disappointed but Seeking not mean that you were not
er
GOTT, M.D.
Help" that her daughter didn't taken advantage of.
become sexually active because she
was looking for the kind of affection
CONTRACT BRIDGE
and attention she could receive
from her family.
While I cannot speak for that
girl, I know that is exactly the reason I became sexually active in high
-then in serious danger.
school. My parents had their jobs, North dealer.
TIMM'S NOTNINS
Continuing to lead diamonds is
their parties, their worries and Both sides vulnerable.
1111611T111 MAN MI SW0111
obviously hopeless,so South shifts
NORTH
their lives. I didn't think they would
AMERICAN
•A 8
his attention to clubs, hoping to
notice me even iii were dead.
I planned suicide, until a male
11,72
find the suit divided 3-3. When he
CANCER
For more information call
• A Q 9 76 3
cashes the A-K, West's jack falls,
teacher held me in his arms and
SOCIETY'
toll-free 1-800-ACS-2345
told me that I mattered. I would
but when declarer next plays the
K 105
have given anything to have even
ten from dummy, he finds there is
EAST
WEST
this semblance of love and affection. • 9 5 2
no way of cashing his four club
•
V K 98 5 4 3
Q J6
winners, whether he allows the
DAILY COMICS
ten to hold or overtakes it. South
• J 10 5 2
•8
+9743
can do no better at this point than
4J 8
cash his remaining winners and go
SOUTH
BLONDIE
J 10 7 4 3
down one.
V A 10
However,declarer can make the
I LOVE THIS MSS, BUT IT'S TOO
pervis
•K4
contract easily if he tests the clubs
LET tAE
LAMS c
4,A Q 6 2
before the diamonds. In that case,
TALK TO I
(4
The
after
cashing the A-K-10, he can
bidding:
f,
OUR
return to his hand with the king of
South West
North East
-c,
MANASER F
I•
Pass
1•
diamonds and cash the queen of
Pass
clubs to score his ninth trick.
2•
3 NT
Pass
•
Declarer should reason that he
Opening lead — five of hearts.
I.
has eight sure tricks at the outset
One strange thing about bridge and should then make due allowII
is not so much that it sometimes ance for cases where the diamonds
presents difficult problems, but are unfavorably divided. One disthat in many cases there is no tinct possibility is that either opawareness at all that a problem ponent may have been dealt the Jx ofclubs(a 16 percent chance), so
CATHY
exists.
Consider this deal where West he shquld test that suit before playUST THANK
'/- NOW WEIRDNESS IS -1 I INGRED1
NO. THINGS
leads a heart against three ing thejking of diamonds from his
.98 HOURS HAVE PASSED
4OUR LUCK4
' IBLEd.
GUARANTEED IN 418
USED 70 GET
SINGE /.114 DATE WITH
THOUGHT
notrump. It seems perfectly natu- hand.
sTARs voci
HOURS...AND OFTE N
WEIRD AFTER
`40U 11AD
Since playing the clubs first
DA4N4. IF ONE OF US
ral to win the heart and start run(701- mARRiE
ARMIES DEN SOONER!!
TWO WEEKS...
TWO WEEKS
CALLS THE OTHER ONE
ning the diamonds. But when de- can do no harm and gives declarer
BEFORE THE
..THEN
BEFORE
NOW, IT WILL BE WEIRD.
clarer plays the K-A of diamonds, an extra chance for the contract, it
INSTANT
THirsi&S GOT
THINGS
West shows out and the contract is is clearly the superior approach.
COMMUNICATION
WEIRD AFTER
GOT
• Tomorrow: Test your play.
REVOLUTION,
ONE WEEK ..
WEIRD.

Two Chances Are Better Than One

Volunteer!
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GARFIELD
HERE, A PRIDE OF LIONS
PREPARE TO GORGE
THEMSELVES

THEY ROAR IN TRIUMPH
OVER THEIR PREY

NOW WE SEE THEM PASS
OUT LINEN NAPKINS
AND FINGER BOWLS
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WHAT? NO, JU5T
CURIOUS AS TO
HOW YOU'VE
SEEN..
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WOOF
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YOU'RE STARTING
TO REPEAT
YOURSELF, CHUCK

44 Flavorful
46 Concord Is
its cap
48 Glowing in
the dark
50 Master of
ceremonies
53 — Shankar
54 "— humbug"
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61
golf
62 Actor Ken —
64
-apple"
65 Draft agcy.
66 Space agcy.
67 — Archibald

1 Sneaker
brand
5 He was
Hawkeye
9 Negative
12 Mr Knievel
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15 Small hole
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18 Prefix with
cover
19 Paradise
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27 -- ease
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11 Soviet news
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Robert Moyer, Charles Hale and
Ruth Cole.
Elected as officers of Murray
Optimist Club were Paul Dailey
Jr., Dan Boaz, Jery Bowdcn,
Howard Steely, Dale Lemons,
and Willie Jackson,
Linda Southard of Memorial
Baptist Church attended the
Young Women's Association
Week at Ridgecrest Baptist Assembly, N.C.
Forty years ago
July 7 will be the day for the
city administration to move into
the ntw city hall building at
South Fifth and Poplar Streets.
Shannon Beasley was crowned
Miss Kentucky in the pageant
held at Lexington. She was sponsored by Calloway county Post
5638 of Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Dallas Wrye, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Phillips,
Fifty years ago
Murray Radio Station WNBS
went on the air officially at 7
p.m. on July 1. Prof. L.J. Hortin,
former professor of journalism at
Murray State University, now of
Athens, Ohio, was introduced by
Senator George E. Overbey, president of Murray Broadcasting
Company, as "one of the tireless
workers who had been instrumental in having Murray recognized
as the birthplace of radio."
The commmunity cannery at
Hazel High School will open July
6 with Mrs. Rosa Outland as
director.
TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July 2, the
183rd day of 1998. There are 182
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 2, 1776, the Continental Congress_passed a resolution
saying that — these United Colonies are, and of right, ought to
be, Free and Independent
States."
On this date:
In 1881, President Garfield
was shot by Charles J. Guiteau at
the Washington railroad station;
Garfield died the following
September.
In 1926, the U. S. Army Air
Corps was created.
In 1937, aviator Amelia Earhart and navigator Fred Noonan
disappeared over the Pacific
Ocean while attempting to make
the first round-the-world flight at
the equator.
In 1947, an object crashed near
Roswell, N.M.; the Army Air
Force later insisted it was a
weather balloon, but eyewitness
accounts gave rise to speculation
about an alien spacecraft.
In 1987, 18 illegal aliens were
found dead inside a locked boxcar near Sierra Blanca, Texas, in
what authorities called a botched
smuggling attempt; one man
survived.
Ten years ago: 19-year-old
Steffi Graf defeated eight-time
Wimbledon winner Martina Navratilova to capture her first
Wimbledon crown.
One year ago: Actor James
Stewart died in Beverly Hills,
Calif., at age 89.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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PEANUTS
HI, CHUCK, JUST
THOUGHT CD
CALL AGAIN..
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w Brute"
a —vo—
32 ''
33 Manners
36 Actor Gibson
sevechryest
381
4
Moves
lowTloywn"
43 "s—
45 Note of scale
47 That man
49 Food from
heaven
50 Recedes
51 Baseball
great Willie
52 Kind of collar
ding with
56 fEonrm
58 Biblical name
59 Small bird
60 Opp of WSW
63 Exists
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Therapist arrested on rape charges
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
respiratory therapist was arrested
after a woman told police he
knocked her unconscious and
raped her at his home. Police believe she may also have been
drugged.
Videos of other women were
found in the man's home, police
said. Women who have dated
Caryl Wayne Korfhage, 40, of
Louisville, or believe that he may
have victimized them were being
asked to contact Jefferson County
police.
Korfhage was arraigned Monday on charges of rape and
second-degree assault:
Police searched Korfhage's
home Monday and said his bedroom had a two-way mirror over
the closet door "with a camera
behind it to video tape sex acts."
Police said they also found
several sedative drugs, 16 sexually explicit videos of other women who police say could have
been drugged, bondage items,
child pornography, used syringes
and video-recording equipment.

Police found an intravenous
apparatus and "drugs which may
have facilitated the rape by causing memory loss and (a) comatose condition," according to an
affidavit.
The drugs were:
— Versed, a central nervous
system depressant that affects
memory, according to the Physician's Desk Reference.
—Anectine, which the desk reference calls a skeletal muscle
relaxant.
—HaIdol, which is used to
treat people with conditions such
as chronic schizophrenia, according to the desk reference.
Korfhage works at Jewish Hospital, according to a police report.
A hospital representative could
not be reached for comment
Tuesday.
But Dr. Bob Deweese, a retired
surgeon who practiced medicine
in Louisville for 30 years and is
not a party to this case, said

Korfhage, as a respiratory therapist, should not have come in contact with those drugs.
Deweese said the drugs are not
the "date rape" drugs that are
widely publicized and given orally. The drugs police say they
found at Korfhage's home are given intravenously.
"These drugs are more potent
and powerful," Deweese said.
Korfhage came to the attention
of police Saturday after a woman
called 911 and said he had raped
and threatened her.
The woman said Korfhage had
invited her to his home about 8
p.m. Friday, and she accepted.
Officer Dave Lehman, a county
police spokesman, said the two
had been dating for a short time,
although he did not know how
long.
Korfhage picked up the woman
downtown and drove her to his
house, where he struck her on the
head and knocked her uncon-

FUTURES GOLF CLUB
18-Hole Course

scious, police said. He may also
have drugged her, they said. The
woman told police that when she
awoke some eight to 10 hours later, she was nude and Korfhage
was lying next to her in his bed.
She said he brandished a gun
and said he would kill her if she
didn't cooperate. The police re-port said he then pointed to "two
large chains" that were attached
to a headboard and forced her to
have sex with him.
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The affidavit for the search
warrant for Korfhage's home said
the woman persuaded him to take
her home by telling him she
would move in with him if he let
her collect some clothing. Once
she was home, she locked the
door and called police.
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Police arrested him in her
driveway.
Korfhage was being held in jail
on S7,500 cash bond.

Hour‘: 8:00 to 8:00
ri., Sat. 8:00 to 4:00 & Insect Sunday
Service Dept. Open Mon.-tri. 7:00-5:00

Prospective
teachers fail
literacy test

So.

Fouith 'ofJuly Sale-A-Braifon

BOSTON (AP) — It wasn't
pretty after a third of the wouldbe teachers taking the first Massachusetts Teachers Test flunked
the literacy section.
The House speaker called the
prospective educators and those
who gave them degrees "idiots."
The education commissioner resigned.- -And, the state Board of
Education was to meet today to
reconsider its decision to grade
the tests on a curve.
The board's decision to adjust
the passing grade helped about
260 test-takers, reducing the
overal) failure rate involving the
first such test from 56 percent to
44 percent. But it also outraged
acting Gov. Paul Cellucci, who
asked the board to reverse its
decision.
A reversal would mean prospective teachers who benefited
from the lowered benchmark will
have to retake the test, which
seemed to board Chairman John
Silber to be at -- "about the eighth grade level."
Until this spring, Massachusetts was one of only seven
states that did not require teachers to pass a test to qualify for
certification.
House Speaker Thomas Finneran said last week that he saw the
tests, which were not released,
and was appalled to see candidates who couldn't "define a
noun or a verb or what democracy means or the meaning of
the word 'imminent."
• Some test-takers, when trying
to rewrite sentences, misspelled
words most 9-year-olds can spell
— even though the words were
right in front of them. Some
wrote at a fifth or sixth-grade
level. Many wrote sentences lacking both nouns and verbs.
Since the tests, the fallout has
been widespread.
Education Commissioner Frank
Haydu III resigned Monday. A
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day later, he said the test results
had flared into controversy because of the board's "bizarre,"
contentious and ideological nature, coupled with gubernatorial
election politics.
Haydu said the board —, under
Silbcr's "autocratic" leadership
— is the state's second biggest
obstacle to education reform,
next to widespread poor literacy
skills.
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